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In the study of any developmental process, whether in plants, animals, or
other models, it is prudent to consider the developmental position of the subjects
being measured. This is generally not taken into consideration in grapevine studies
despite a growing body of literature documenting that fruits within clusters develop
and ripen non-uniformly. What complicates such accounting is that grape berries
develop and ripen within a complex, extensively branched panicle. In the studies that
follow, a tagging strategy was deployed in which fruits were labeled on their dates of
anthesis or developmental position at véraison (when 50% of a cluster has initiated
ripening) and subsequently sampled. Using this approach, why fruits initiate ripening
unevenly and how much variation persists late in the ripening process were explored.
The ripening onset for individual berries and the hormonal shifts characteristic of the
ripening onset were best associated with their seed content, with flowering time
playing an inconsistent and small role. Late in ripening, the abundance of
enologically meaningful metabolites were still able to distinguish berries based on
their developmental position at véraison.
Grape Leafroll-associated Virus 3 (GLRaV3) is the most consequential virus
that affects grapevine globally, with reports showing infected vines yield less and
produce poorer quality fruit. Furthermore, GLRaV3 is reported to affect grapevines in
a developmentally specific way. Given the developmental heterogeneity within

clusters and that viral symptoms in the fruit occur in a developmentally-sensitive
manner, the aforementioned tagging strategy was used to study the impact of
GLRaV3 in berries during ripening. RNA sequencing and small RNA sequencing
libraries were constructed to capture transcriptome-wide changes in gene expression,
small RNAs, and the production of viral small interfering RNAs, as well as to identify
novel micro and other small RNAs abundant during ripening and affected by
GLRaV3. The effects of GLRaV3 in terms of gene expression and small RNA
abundance were most numerous at véraison and included ordered and disordered
responses. Most modules of co-expressed genes exhibited ordered responses, with
groups of genes becoming differentially expressed while remaining co-expressed.
However, disordered responses were observed as well. Various regulatory strategies
were indicted in the orchestration of GLRaV3 responses, as were genes involved in
the crosstalk between metabolite biosynthetic pathways and hormone signaling
pathways.
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Chapter 1

General introduction

Amanda M Vondras
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Context
Vitis vinifera (winegrape) is one of the most economically and culturally
valuable crops on earth. Its inflorescences are highly branched panicles which do not
flower uniformly. Within a single inflorescence, the hundreds of flowers are diverse
in their size, rate of development, and date of anthesis. Then, developing berries vary
in their growth, number and size of seeds, the timing of the ripening onset (véraison),
and in their composition at ripeness. Previous studies demonstrate that uneven
ripening and, consequentially, uneven fruit composition could impart undesirable
characteristics to wines. Uneven fruit development also poses potential problems
when performing developmental studies in general. Because fruits do not develop
uniformly, not accounting for these differences risks a less resolute picture of the
metabolic, transcriptomic or other features that define developmental periods of
interest.
Flowering and growth
An appreciation of the complexity within clusters might appropriately begin
with an examination of flowering. Flowering is regulated predominantly by two
phytohormones-- gibberellins and cytokinins (Vasconcelos et al., 2009). The size of
flowers does not appear to exert a large influence on the date of capfall
(approximately anthesis), though capfall tends to occur later for smaller flowers
(Friend et al., 2003). Fruit-set occurs after flowering and includes fruit abscission;
this is influenced by an antagonistic cross-talk between auxin and ethylene, wherein
early flowers are less likely to abscise than late flowers (Kühn et al., 2014a).
Asynchronous capfall can last between a few days to over two weeks and might be
linked to the variation observed later in fruit development, where variation in fruit
size and in the ripening onset, for instance, are typically observed (Barbagallo et al.,
2011; Dai et al., 2011; Friend et al., 2009; Gouthu et al., 2014). Flowering time, fruit-
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set order, and seeds all influence the competitive relationships between fruits for
limited assimilates (Bangerth, 1989; Bertin, 1995; Marcelis and Hofman-Eijer, 1997;
Sato et al., 2001; Stephenson et al., 1988) and as a result could influence the
differences in growth and ripening onset that are observed for berries in the same
cluster. Later, the duration of the lag phase and when the first phase of cell division
and expansion slows are linked to time of flowering (Coombe, 1980).
Importantly, differences in cell number and the rate of cell division can be
observed even before anthesis, but are also strongly correlated to developing seeds,
which vary in size and number per berry (Coombe, 1976; Ristic and Iland, 2005). The
development and ripening of the pericarp is tightly linked to the development of seeds
(Cawthon and Morris, 1982; Ristic and Iland, 2005). The reason for this, it is thought,
is to enhance reproductive success and to prevent premature seed dispersal
(Sundberg and Ostergaard, 2009). Berries grow in two, sequential, sigmoidal cycles
which differ between seeded and unseeded berries. Biochemically, the difference
between the behaviors of seeded and unseeded berries has been explained in terms of
plant hormones which coordinate fruit development (Coombe, 1960; Coombe and
McCarthy, 2000). In seeded fruits, auxin produced in ovules is transported to the
pericarp following fertilization. There, it promotes gibberellin biosynthesis and
determines the rate and duration of cell division and expansion during the first stage
of development (Dorcey et al., 2009; Ozga et al., 2002; Sundberg and Ostergaard,
2009). In seeded varieties, this period is followed by cessation of auxin biosynthesis
or transport to the pericarp (Given et al., 1988; Hershkovitz et al., 2011; Liu et al.,
2005), a plateau in growth commonly referred to as the “lag phase”, and then
ripening.
Ripening
Following the lag phase, berries initiate ripening in a period termed
“véraison”. This occurs unevenly among berries within a cluster. In the studies
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performed herein, véraison is defined as when half of the cluster has initiated
ripening. This is easily observed in Pinot noir and other red and black-fruited varieties
because anthocyanins (pigments) begin to accumulate in berry skin (Lund et al.,
2008). Fruits are strong, competitive sinks during ripening (Davies et al., 1999). The
onset of ripening in red-fruited varieties is associated with berry softening, the
accumulation of sugars, pigments and other flavor and aroma compounds, catabolism
of organic acids, and seed maturation. Ripening is under complex hormonal control
and involves a well-characterized transcriptional program (Deluc et al., 2007; Pilati et
al., 2007, Fortes et al., 2011; Sweetman et al., 2012; Zamboni et al., 2010).
Unlike climacteric fruits like banana and avocado, for which ripening involves
a burst of ethylene, non-climacteric fruits like grape and strawberry do not exhibit
such an intense peak. Although there is some evidence that ethylene may play some
role in ripening (Chervin et al., 2004; Cramer et al., 2014; Trainotti et al., 2005) and
that there are in-common aspects of climacteric and non-climacteric ripening, other
hormones and signaling metabolites are typically emphasized in the latter, mainly
auxin, abscisic acid (ABA), and sugars (Böttcher et al., 2010; Davies et al., 1997;
Gambetta et al., 2010; Gouthu and Deluc, 2015; Wheeler et al., 2009).
The high levels of indole-3-acetic acid (auxin, IAA) present in developing
fruits must decline for ripening to occur (Böttcher et al., 2010; Davies et al., 1997;
Given et al., 1988; Symons et al., 2012). Exogenously applying auxin to fruits during
early development delays ripening (Aharoni et al., 2002; Davies et al., 1997; Given et
al., 1988; Ziliotto et al., 2012). In contrast, ABA, sugar, brassinosteroids, and
ethylene promote ripening. There is an increasing body of evidence regarding the
hormonal control of ripening and the crosstalk between hormone signaling pathways,
but this still remains poorly understood (Fortes et al., 2015; Kühn et al., 2014b).
Applying an ethylene biosynthesis inhibitor to berries before véraison leads to a
decrease in IAA and its conjugated form, IAA-Asp, for instance (Böttcher et al.,
2013). The exogenous application of abscisic acid increases anthocyanin
accumulation and promotes ripening (Jia et al., 2011; Koyama et al., 2010; Wheeler
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et al., 2009), as do brassinosteroids (Symons et al., 2006). When sugar import into the
berry is inhibited by girdling before the ripening onset, berries are unable to produce
anthocyanins (Gambetta et al., 2010). At the ripening onset, endogenous levels of all
three (sugar, ABA, and brassinosteroids) increase. Then, sugars and secondary
metabolites will continue to accumulate throughout ripening even though ABA and
brassinosteroids decline.
Each tissue of a berry has distinct metabolite profiles and makes unique
contributions to wine composition. In pulp, ripening is associated with a decline in
malic and tartaric acids, which constitute 90% of berries’ total acidity (Kliewer et al.,
1967; Lamikanra et al., 1995) and an increase in sugar import. Phenylalanine and
arginine are the most abundant amino acids, constituting 90% of the Nitrogen content
in berries (Gerós et al., 2012). The production of enologically meaningful phenolics
and aromas depends in large part on those two amino acids (Gutiérrez et al., 2015).
Phenylalanine is the precursor to various flavonoids and anthocyanins. During
ripening, anthocyanins and stilbenes accumulate in skins (Gatto et al., 2008), and
anthocyanins begin to decline near harvest. For the purposes of winemaking, harvest
times impact the extractability of pigments such that slight over-maturation of fruit
can be desirable (Bautista-Ortín et al., 2006). The phenolic maturity of berries is an
important determinant of wine composition (Cagnasso et al., 2008; Kontoudakis et
al., 2011; Tian et al., 2009). In skin and seeds, catechin accumulation peaks at
véraison and declines towards harvest (Downey et al., 2003; Kennedy et al., 2000;
Ristic and Iland, 2005). Kontoudakis et al. (2011) showed that the contribution of
seed versus skin tannins, degree of polymerization, and wine quality differ between
berries per their density (largely determined by sugar).
Differences in the timing of key events during berry development illustrate
that fruits develop non-uniformly and that these differences may be associated with
variability in berries’ compositions.
Chapter 2: Why do fruits in the same cluster initiate ripening unevenly?
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Chapter 3: Is the variation in enologically meaningful metabolites late in
ripening associated with developmental variability?
Grape Leafroll-associated Virus 3 (GLRaV3)
GLRaV3 is the most consequential virus affecting grapevine (Atallah et al.,
2012; Maree et al., 2013; Naidu et al., 2014), specifically Vitis vinifera. It is a
positive-sense, single-stranded RNA virus in the Ampelovirus genus and
Closterovirus family. It affects grapevine in a developmentally specific way, with
symptomatic and non-symptomatic phases. In cultivars that do experience visible
symptoms, these typically appear near véraison in leaves and berries and can include
a downward curling and reddening of leaves. In fruits, infection is associated with
poorer yields and depressed ripening that includes the reduction of sugars and
flavonoids in berries (Lee et al., 2009; Vega et al., 2011; Alabi et al., 2016; Lee and
Martin, 2009). As described by Vega et al. 2011, phloem-localized viruses alter
source-sink relationships in plant transport; reduced anthocyanin biosynthesis in
berries may be the result of poorer transport of sugars to the sink.
However, there is a gap in knowledge of which biochemical and molecular
pathways essentially manage upstream GLRaV3 responses, how these signals are
transmitted to other pathways, and how they vary between cultivars which vary in the
severity of their symptoms. This and the developmental specificity of symptoms
makes it challenging to capture such pathways in action. Therefore, great care ought
to be taken when sampling, including treating developmentally distinct samples
separately.
GLRaV3 studies have emphasized the host-pathogen interaction within the
context of RNA interference, RNAi (Alabi et al., 2012; Bester et al., 2016; Pantaleo
et al., 2010). RNAi is a core defense response to viruses that involves the recognition
and cleavage of double-stranded viral RNAs by plant cellular machinery (Vaucheret,
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2006). Viral small interfering RNAs (vsiRNAs) can be derived from either doublestranded replicate intermediates of, or from structured areas within, the viral genome
and are typically ~21 nucleotides long. Double stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) are cleaved
by members of the dicer family of proteins and incorporated into the RNA-induced
silencing complex (RISC) where they guide RISC to their complementary, target viral
RNA sequences (Ding and Voinnet, 2007). Then, target RNAs are degraded by
members of the argonaute (AGO) protein family, a component of RISC (Vaucheret,
2008).
An examination of this strategy also uncovers the molecular arms race waged
between the plant and virus (Chapman, 2004; Ding and Voinnet, 2007; Masuta and
Shimura, 2013). Viruses, including GLRaV3, have evolved viral silencing
suppressors (VSRs) that determine pathogenicity and interfere with this silencing
mechanism and plant development (Maree, 2016). By binding miRNA/miRNA*
duplexes, preventing their unwinding, and by interfering with AGO incorporation into
RISC, VSRs cause developmental defects and the accumulation of messenger RNA
(Chapman et al., 2004, Carbonell and Carrington, 2015; Moon and Park, 2016).
Recent evidence supports crosstalk between RNAi and R gene mediated
defense responses, though this is still not well understood (Moon and Park, 2016).
Because viruses are not considered to encode pathogen-associated molecular patterns
(PAMPs) or effectors, antiviral responses do not comfortably fit within other
characterized pathogen and effector-triggered immune (PTI/ETI) response categories.
Likewise, receptors that detect viruses as ligands have not been identified in plants as
they have been in animals (Mandadi and Scholthof, 2013; Moon and Park, 2016).
However, the changes that occur in hormone and other signaling pathways have been
characterized as hypersensitive responses (HR) to viruses mediated by R genes. Past
this junction, few studies have been conducted to characterize the defense response to
GLRaV3 infection specifically. Although plant and viral small RNAs have been
profiled previously, no R genes have been linked to GLRaV3 response (Vega et al.,
2011, Espinoza et al., 2007).
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In general, the MAP Kinase (MAPK), SA, JA, ethylene, reactive oxygen
species (ROS), and other signaling pathways are involved downstream of RNAi and
R-gene mediated responses. The functions of jasmonic acid (JA), salicylic acid (SA),
and ethylene are particularly well documented in viral defense response, with
increasing understanding of ABA (Alazem and Lin, 2014; Koornneef and Pieterse,
2008; Kunkel and Brooks, 2002). For instance, WRKY transcription factors
downregulate ABA (Liu et al., 2015), and have also been implicated in the selective
induction of the jasmonic acid (JA) versus salicylic acid (SA) pathways. SA and JA
antagonize one another in order to tailor plant defense responses to specific types of
pathogens (Gao et al., 2011). The overexpression of SA biosynthesis genes can, in
some instances, delay the establishment of viral infection; mutations in the pathway
impair defense, while extreme resistance (ER) responses of plants that can eliminate a
virus depend on SA (Alazem and Lin, 2014). SA and ABA both can interact with
RNAi. SA induces key genes involved in the RNAi pathway including the dicer-like
(DCL) family of proteins and affects the efficacy of VSRs (Alazem and Lin, 2014).
AGO1 expression is positively correlated with ABA, as it contains ABA-responsive
elements in its promoter (Alazem and Lin, 2014); under infection, AGO1 is regulated
by miR168a.
Because of the importance of both RNAi and hormone signaling in plant
defense responses and ripening, the study of GLRaV3 would benefit from the
simultaneous monitoring of both systems. Messenger and small RNA sequencing
could be used to characterize the vsiRNA landscape and to identify changes in plant
small RNAs, gene expression, and gene co-expression during ripening. Then, the
affected pathways could be mapped within existing frameworks of plant viral defense
response to better understand the points of friction between GLRaV3 and the plant
and which actors might underlie the plant’s change in metabolism leading to the
observable symptoms. These observations could be used to design experiments to test
the functional roles of candidate genes and small RNAs in GLRaV3-specific
responses and, possibly, resistance.
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Chapter 4: How do the abundance of small RNAs, gene expression, and gene
co-expression change in response to GLRaV3? Which viral sequences are the
targets of vsiRNAs? Which signaling pathways and regulatory pathways
dominate the plant response?
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Abstract
For Vitis vinifera, the ripening initiation of individual fruits in a cluster occurs
unevenly. This developmental period is called véraison. Why individual fruits initiate
ripening at different times is not well studied, though differences in seed content and
unequal developmental durations that arise from asynchronous flowering within a
cluster have been proposed. This study examined how much both variables contribute
to individual fruits’ ripening progress by mid-véraison, when half of berries in a
cluster have initiated ripening, and whether either or both factors affect the timing of
characteristic, ripening-initiation associated changes in abscisic acid and auxin
before, at, and after véraison. Overall, developmental duration and flowering time did
not sufficiently explain how far berries had progressed into the ripening stage because
fruits did not require a fixed amount of time to initiate ripening. Fruits from early and
late flowers but of similar seed content were able to initiate ripening at the same time
despite differences in chronological age. This suggests either an early developmental
enhancement occurred for late-initiated fruits or that flowering time is an
inappropriate “day zero”. Ultimately, only seed content was linked to the timing and
magnitude of ripening-related hormone changes, supporting that seeds have a
comparatively larger influence than flowering time on the ripening initiation of
individual berries. More specifically, if the fraction of berry weight occupied by seed
was high, then the initiation of ripening for that berry and its associated hormone
changes were delayed relative to berries with less seed weight versus total berry
weight.
Introduction
As an agricultural commodity of exceptional economic value, the tendency of
Vitis vinifera (wine grape) berries within a cluster to initiate ripening at different
times is of great interest from both physiological and economic perspectives. At 50%
véraison, a cluster of red or black-fruited grapes is composed of half green and half
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red/pink berries. Several reports describe the extent of intra-cluster fruit
compositional variability at various stages during development, ripening, and in
response to viticultural treatments (Selvaraj et al. 1994; Kontoudakis et al. 2011;
Pisciotta et al. 2014; Gouthu et al. 2014; Calderon-Orellana et al. 2014).
When véraison will occur for whole plants and clusters has been associated
with varietal, environmental, viticultural effects (Dai et al. 2011; Parker et al. 2014).
Though these factors explain the overall timing of véraison, they do not address why
individual fruits initiate ripening at different times. Thermal sums (GDD, base 10 °C)
have been used to predict when budbreak, flowering, and véraison will occur and to
assess sugar kinetics from véraison to harvest, but such methods have not been used
to predict the timing of individual berries’ onset of ripening (García de CortázarAtauri et al. 2009; Parker et al. 2011; Duchene et al. 2012; Parker et al. 2013).
Positional differences in fruit composition associated with berries located in the top,
middle, or bottom of clusters have also been reported, but are sometimes
contradictory or cultivar specific (Kasimatis et al. 1975; Tarter and Keuter 2005;
Pagay and Cheng 2010; Pisciotta et al. 2014). Few reports have explored why
individual berries within a cluster do not begin to ripen at the same time (Gray and
Coombe 2009; Gouthu and Deluc 2015), which is distinct from describing the overall
timing of anthesis or véraison of clusters and plants.
It was proposed that non-uniform ripening initiation within a cluster is the
result of asynchronous flowering (Coombe 1992; Friend et al. 2009) that can last
from a few days to over 2 weeks in grape and is strongly influenced by genetic and
environmental factors (Staudt 1999; Vasconcelos et al. 2009; Milec et al. 2014).
Cluster-wide differences in flowering time have been associated with differences in
berry growth and sugar accumulation (Coombe 1980). Hypothetically, individual
fruits initiated late would be younger and may be less advanced by véraison for this
reason. In addition, differences in flowering time may influence competitive
relationships among fruits and the ability of berries from early or late flowers to
acquire assimilates necessary for development (Bangerth 1990; Bertin 1995; Sato et
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al. 2001; Friend et al. 2003). Late flowers are more likely to abscise (Kühn et al.
2014), which suggests differences in dominance among fruits within a cluster that are
flowering time dependent. We were compelled to test whether flowering time
influences ripening initiation for individual fruits, which has not been explored in
grapevine.
However, the primigenic dominance of early-initiated fruits over others is also
influenced by seeds (Stephenson et al. 1988; Marcelis and Hofman-Eijer 1997) and
seeds have been implicated in determining the ripening initiation for individual fruits
(Gouthu and Deluc 2015). Uneven ripening progression has been linked to
differences in seeds’ number and weight (Rapp and Klenert 1974; Cawthon and
Morris 1982a; Ristic and Iland 2005). This is because seeds have a meaningful
relationship with surrounding pericarp, with diverse roles in development and
ripening (Ruan et al. 2012; McAtee et al. 2013; Pattison et al. 2014; Kumar et al.
2014). Seed and fruit development are thought to be coordinated for the purpose of
preventing ripening before seeds are mature (Cawthon and Morris 1983; Ristic and
Iland 2005; Sundberg and Ostergaard 2009). Auxin from seeds regulates and
determines the rate and duration of cell division and expansion in the pericarp of
fruits during the first stage of development (Ozga et al. 2002; Dorcey et al. 2009;
Tiwari et al. 2013). The seed-pericarp relationship is regulated by auxin exported
from seeds (Ozga et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2003; Pattison and Catalá 2012) which is
maintained until the onset of ripening (Manning 1994; Gouthu and Deluc 2015). In
grapes, the high levels of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) present in developing nonclimacteric fruits must decline for ripening to occur (Given et al. 1988; Davies et al.
1997; Böttcher et al. 2010; Symons et al. 2012) and for abscisic acid (ABA), a
ripening promoter and antagonist to IAA in the context of ripening, to be produced
(Wheeler et al. 2009; Ziliotto et al. 2012).
This IAA-ABA “switch” is a key component of ripening initiation in grapes
and non-climacteric fruits like strawberry (Nitsch et al. 1960; Davies et al. 1997;
Zhang et al. 2003; Ziliotto et al. 2012; Symons et al. 2012). Artificially increasing the
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pericarp levels of auxin during the early phase of fruit development delays ripening
(Given et al. 1988; Manning 1994; Davies et al. 1997; Aharoni et al. 2002; Böttcher
et al. 2010; Ziliotto et al. 2012 ) and applying ABA to fruits or inducing its synthesis
through stress encourages ripening (Ban et al. 2003; Deluc et al. 2009; García de
Cortázar-Atauri et al. 2009; Wheeler et al. 2009; Gambetta et al. 2010; Jia et al.
2011; Giribaldi et al. 2010). Therefore, variable initiation of ripening among grapes
within a cluster should reflect non-uniform declines of IAA and increases in ABA.
Differences in seed content may influence the amount of IAA in the pericarp and it
was proposed that this inequality contributes to why individual fruits initiate ripening
at different times (Gouthu and Deluc 2015). If flowering time also impacts when
fruits initiate ripening, this should not only be reflected in the amount of sugar among
fruits at véraison, but in the timing and magnitude of the aforementioned IAA-ABA
switch.
The objective of this study was to determine whether or not flowering time
differences, that give rise to different developmental durations, contribute to
differences in the timing of ripening initiation for individual fruits within a cluster.
We compared the strength of this relationship to one recently proposed between seed
content and ripening initiation (Gouthu and Deluc 2015). Any potential effects of
flowering time were mitigated by substantial developmental flexibility when the
flowering window was narrow, but not when the flowering window was wide.
By modeling the collective contribution of developmental duration and seed
content to ripening progress at véraison and by measuring the dynamics of IAA and
ABA near véraison, we concluded that uneven ripening initiation was largely
attributable to seed content rather than differences in developmental duration that
arise from asynchronous flowering.
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Materials and Methods
Experimental design
This study was conducted in 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014 at the Oregon State
University Woodhall experimental vineyard in Alpine, Oregon. Pommard grapevines,
clones of Vitis vinifera L. cv. Pinot noir, grown on 101–14 rootstock, and trained in a
double Guyot system with vertical shoot positioning were used in this study. The
vines selected were managed using standard viticultural techniques that included
retaining two clusters per shoot and without additional leaf pulling. Primary clusters
were chosen on both the east and west side of plants.
Flower tagging
A non-invasive tagging technique was adapted to monitor anthesis (Friend et
al. 2003) in each year of this study (2011–2014). This involved gently and carefully
tying thread around flowers’ pedicels on their day of flowering (capfall) to minimize
the likelihood that flowers were missed or mis-tagged. Flowers that had missing or
withered stamens were not tagged as an additional safeguard taken to minimize the
likelihood of incorrectly tagging flowers that had been missed on previous days.
Differently colored threads were used to indicate the day of anthesis for each flower
and tagging continued until the entire cluster completed flowering. The same series of
color-coding was used for every tagged cluster.
In 2011, one cluster on each of five plants was tagged and analyzed. In 2012,
twenty-three clusters across four plants were tagged and analyzed. In 2013, 19
clusters from 10 plants were tagged and analyzed. Identical string colors were used on
flowering days 9 and 10 in 2013, so the data for those 2 days were aggregated in that
year. Finally, in 2014, twelve clusters from six plants were tagged and analyzed.
However, sampling occurred differently in 2011–2013 versus 2014.
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Cluster collection at 50% véraison
In 2011, 2012, and 2013, whole, tagged clusters were collected when they
reached 50% véraison as determined by visual estimation. Fifty percent véraison was
defined as clusters having approximately 50% green and 50% pink plus red berries.
Henceforth, 50% véraison will be referred to as véraison. As clusters did not start
flowering at the same time, clusters were not all harvested on the same day. Rather,
they were collected when they individually reached véraison. To test whether or not
visual estimation of véraison was accurate, green, pink, and red berries were counted
for each cluster and the ratio of green berries to pink plus red berries was calculated.
Some clusters were not included in analyses because they either (1) contained too
large (>70% in 2011, >60% in 2012 and 2013) a proportion of green or pink plus red
berries, (2) were composed of greater than 10% live green ovaries (Dry et al. 2010) or
(3) less than 80% of the cluster was tagged.
Berry collection in 2014
Unlike in 2011–2013, individual berries were sampled weekly from clusters
tagged in 2014 in order to observe the progression of ripening and hormone dynamics
among berries in a cluster. Sampling began 4 weeks after anthesis. Berries were
sampled based upon their corresponding flowering date, so berries representing early
and late flowering events were selected each week. Berries that arose from the first
and last 3 days of anthesis were designated Berries From Early (BFE) and Berries
From Late (BFL), respectively. Seven flowering days segregated BFE from BFL. In
that year, véraison occurred 9 weeks after flowering, at which time BFE were 61 days
old and BFL were 68 days old.
Berry measurements
In each year of the study, individual berries were assigned a general ripening
class based on their color—green, pink, or red. Green berries were completely green
with no evidence of reddening. Pink berries often exhibited green and pink marbling
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or were entirely light pink in color. Red berries showed no evidence of greenness and
were dark pink or red. Tagged, developing berries were further analyzed using a
SPER Scientific digital refractometer (Scottsdale, AZ, USA) to measure total soluble
solids (sugars) in units of degrees Brix (°Bx), a pair of calipers (Baty International,
West Sussex, UK) to measure berry diameter, and a Konica Minolta CR-300 chroma
meter (Minolta Corp, Osaka, Japan) to quantitatively measure the color parameters
[lightness (L), hue angle (h), and chroma (C)] of berries. The color of each berry was
formally defined and its ripening class reaffirmed using color index as previously
described by (Carreño et al. 1995) and computed as 180-h/L + C.
Seed weight to berry weight (SB) measurement
Additional measurements were taken in 2013 and 2014. After collection, the
berries were weighed and their seeds were subsequently removed, counted, and
weighed to calculate the proportion of each berry’s weight occupied by seed(s) (seed
weight/berry weight, SB) and the average weight per seed, per berry. Berries were
assigned as either high or low SB if they belonged to the top or bottom quartiles for
SB, respectively.
Hormone analysis of pulp tissues
In 2014, the pulps of six individual berries sampled 7, 8, 9, and 10 weeks after
anthesis and representing BFE, BFL, high SB, and low SB were separately crushed
then lyophilized while chilled. Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) and abscisic acid (ABA)
were extracted and analyzed using LC–MS/MS under multiple-reaction monitoring
mode following an established method for grape berries (Gouthu et al. 2012). Mass
spectra for abscisic acid were acquired in negative mode and mass spectra for auxin
were acquired in positive mode. The analysis was performed using Analyst software
version 1.5.1 (Applied Biosystems, USA) and analyte concentrations were calculated
against calibration curves. Concentrations are expressed in nanograms per milligram
of dried pulp weight.
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SB, seed water content and seed dry weight at and after véraison
Independent of the flower tagging experiments, one hundred berries were
selected from three clusters 2 weeks before, 1 week before, at, and 1 week after
véraison in 2013. Three new clusters were sampled at each time point; no cluster was
sampled more than once. These berries were weighed and their seeds were removed,
counted, and weighed. The seed(s) from each berry were dried for 48 h at 65 °C then
reweighed to describe the changes in water content for seeds around and at véraison.
Statistical analyses
In the analyses that follow, sugar and color are often used interchangeably to
describe ripening progression. Although they do not necessarily initiate in tandem
(Castellarin et al. 2011), increasing sugar content and color change (green to red) are
both strong indicators of ripening initiation in red-fruited grape varieties. Statistical
analyses were performed in the R-Studio environment (Nakagawa and Schielzeth
2012; R Core Team 2015; Bates et al. 2015; Johnson 2014). Differences between and
within ripening classes, and between and within SB or flowering time groups were
compared using One-way ANOVA and post hoc pairwise Tukey’s honest significant
difference tests. In instances where data did not meet the assumptions for ANOVA to
be performed, a Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test was used (Ramsey and Schafer 2012)
followed by post hoc pairwise comparisons using Nemenyi-Damico-Wolfe-Dunn
joint ranking tests (Letcher and Chazdon 2009; Hollander et al. 2013 ). A Chi squared
test was used to test independence between ripening class and developmental
duration. The contribution of flowering day and SB to ripening progress were
modeled using a linear mixed-effect model with sugar content as a proxy for ripeness
and by including clusters as random effects. The developmental duration versus sugar
content and seed weight versus berry weight relationships were evaluated using linear
regression. Although statistical analyses were performed and reported without
aggregating data across different developmental durations or flowering days, data
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were aggregated in some figures for visual simplicity. Figures were generated using
Prism (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA) and plot.ly, an online graphing
resource.
Results
The relationship between developmental duration and ripening progress at véraison
We sought to determine whether or not differences in ripening initiation
among berries at véraison was related to differences in the amount of time between
anthesis and véraison (developmental duration), which arises from asynchronous
flowering within clusters.
Tagging experiments done in 2011 and 2013 showed that developmental
duration and ripening progress by véraison were not independent of one another
(Figure 1a, Supplemental Figure 1a). In those years, the percent of berries with
shorter amounts of time to develop were increasingly green at véraison and berries
with long developmental durations were often pink or red (Figure 1a, Supplemental
Figure 1a). Overall and within ripening classes, developmental duration was
positively correlated with total soluble solids in 2011 and 2013. The mean amount of
sugar in berries with short durations was significantly lower than berries that had a
long window of time to develop (Figure 1b and Supplemental Figure 1b). These
relationships were not apparent in 2012 when the flowering window was nearly half
as wide as 2011 and 2013 (Supplemental Figure 1c, 1d). However, the range in
ripening progress observed among berries at véraison was similar in all 3 years
despite differences in the width of the flowering window (Figure 1b, Supplemental
Figures 1b, 1d).
In all years, it was clear that the amount of time berries took to reach any
particular stage was highly flexible; advanced and lagging berries could arise from
short and long developmental periods. In 2011 and 2013, developmental duration did
not account for more than 29% of the total variability in sugar content (Figure 1b,
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Supplemental Figure 1b). Collectively, these data show that the length of time from
anthesis to véraison does not define with certainty ripening progress by véraison.
The relationship between seed features, growth, and ripening progress approaching,
at, and after véraison
The average weight per seed was neither equal between the ripening classes
nor between one, two, and three-seeded berries (Figure 2a). The average weight of
seeds in one-seeded berries was higher than seeds from two and three seeded berries
at weights of 0.055, 0.050, and 0.046 g, respectively. Green berries had heavier seeds
than pink and red berries overall, and individual seed weights declined as seed
number increased. Except in the case of 3-seeded berries, green fruits had
significantly heavier seeds than pink and red berries with equivalent numbers of seeds
(Figure 2a). SB was also unequal among the ripening classes. All ripening classes’
SB differed significantly from one another. Green berries had the highest SB,
followed by pink berries, then red berries and SB was invariant within ripening
classes with respect to flowering time (Figure 2b, Supplemental Figure 2). We
observed distinct relationships between seed weight and berry weight at véraison for
each of the ripening classes (Figure 2c). At equivalent total seed weights, the mean
berry weight of red fruits was higher than green fruits (Figure 2c).
We then wanted to see whether SB could predict when berries might begin
ripening. We questioned whether the large differences in SB were related to (1)
differences in the developmental stage of seeds, knowing that seed dehydration
begins near véraison (Ristic and Iland 2005) and/or (2) differences in pericarp weight,
both which may have exacerbated the low SB observed in red fruits at véraison.
Large differences in SB were observed 2 weeks before véraison (Figure 3a).
These differences could not be attributed to uneven declines in water content between
the high and low SB berries (Figure 3b). Both high and low SB fruits’ seeds began
dehydration at least as early as 2 weeks pre-véraison and the percentage of water in
seeds was similar between groups until post-véraison (Figure 3b). The differences in
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seed weight were attributed to dry mass, with high SB berries (typically green at
véraison) having heavier seeds. The dry weight of both high and low SB seeds grew
steadily until véraison (Figure 3b).
High SB fruits had a higher pericarp weight (total berry weight - total seed
weight) than low SB fruits before véraison and both groups had similar weights at and
after véraison (Figure 3c). Larger seeded fruits were heavier than smaller seeded
fruits before véraison (Figure 3b, c). This relationship was obscured at véraison and 1
week after véraison because low SB fruits experienced an approximately 2.7-fold
increase in sugar, but high SB fruits sugar content only increased approximately 1.7fold (Figure 3c). This increase in berry weight is reflected in the SB at véraison,
which declines slightly for low SB berries (Figure 3a).
These data show that (1) seed weights vary by ripening class and per the
number of seeds in fruits, (2) the relationship between seed weight and berry weight
differs in each ripening class at véraison, and (3) SB defines each ripening class well
even though the difference between high and low SB is slightly exacerbated at
véraison.
Modeling the developmental duration, SB, and ripening progress
A mixed-effect model was fit to estimate the collective contribution of SB and
developmental duration to ripening at véraison:
Total soluble solids ( Brix )

developmental duration (days) + SB + SB2

with “cluster” as a random effect to account for lack of independence between berries
derived from the same cluster and for differences between clusters. Sugar was
strongly and negatively correlated with SB and the mean amount of sugar was lower
for berries with shorter developmental periods (R2 = 0.70). The mean difference in
sugar content between berries with 51 versus 65 days from anthesis to véraison was
approximately 3° Brix (Figure 4). When regressed separately, SB and developmental
duration account for 53% (R2 = 0.53) and 15% (R2 = 0.15), respectively, of the total
variation in total soluble solids observed at véraison. This suggests that although both
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SB and developmental duration are significant effects, SB explains several-fold more
variation in sugar content than developmental duration.
The effects of developmental duration and SB on the onset and magnitude of sugar
accumulation
Although informative in describing fruits at véraison, our model does not
describe how differences in SB and in developmental length relate to sugar
accumulation in berries over time. We were interested in whether differences in SB
and/or developmental period influenced either the rate and/or timing of sugar
accumulation. Relative to véraison, BFE and BFL fruits in the same SB group
accrued sugar similarly over the period monitored. Overall, the increase in sugar for
low SB fruits was significantly more than for all high SB fruits (Figure 5a).
Significant increases in sugar occurred at véraison for low SB fruits, but 1 week later
for high SB fruits (Figure 5a). Significant differences in SB were also observed two
weeks before véraison (Figure 5b), as above (Figure 3a). We did not observe
substantial differences in sugar dynamics or SB within the high or low SB groups
(BFE vs. BFL) over that period relative to véraison (Figure 5). However, BFL were
competent to ripen one week younger than BFE (Figure 5a). For instance, low SB
BFE and BFL both significantly increased in sugar by the same amount by véraison,
but BFE were 7 days older.
Developmental duration, SB, and ripening-associated hormone dynamics prior to, at,
and after véraison
We also measured changes in indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) and abscisic acid
(ABA) in berry pulp. We expected to observe decreases in IAA and increases in ABA
to coincide with the relationships shown between SB, developmental period, and
ripening initiation (Figure 4). Overall, IAA and ABA dynamics differed in high vs.
low SB fruits (Figure 6a, b). Both groups had similar levels of IAA and ABA two
weeks before véraison (MV-2), then differed significantly in both hormones from 1
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week before (MV-1) to 1 week after (MV + 1) véraison (Figures 6a, b). High SB
berries exhibited more IAA (Figure 6a) and less ABA (Figure 6b) than low SB
throughout that period. The first significant decrease in IAA and increase in ABA
observed in high SB fruits occurred 1 week later than low SB fruits (Figure 6a, b).
These observations are consistent with those showing that low SB berries accumulate
more sugar than high SB at and after véraison (Figures 3c, 5a). Decreases in IAA and
increases in ABA preceded the accumulation of sugar in both groups (Figures 5a, 6a,
6b). We examined these berries more closely by separating them based upon their
flowering time to see whether additional shifts in hormone dynamics could be
associated with developmental duration (Figure 6c, d).
When the levels of IAA and ABA were examined relative to MV, the timing
of the hormonal transitions did not differ from those observed in Figure 6a, b for high
and low SB BFE and BFL. However, there were some mild but significant
differences in the magnitude of the hormonal changes observed for BFE versus BFL.
High SB BFE and BFL decreased similarly and significantly in IAA by véraison
(MV) (Figure 6c). A similar decrease in IAA occurred in low SB BFE 1 week earlier
than high SB BFE (MV-1). No significant changes in IAA were observed for low SB
BFL over the entire period monitored, but there was an overall trend of decreasing
IAA (Figure 6c). The amount of ABA in low SB BFE and BFL increased in tandem
and significantly by MV (Figure 6d). High SB BFE increased significantly in ABA
by MV and an increasing (non-significant) trend in ABA was observed for high SB
BFL between MV-2 and MV+1 (Figure 6d). When the dynamics of IAA and ABA
were expressed relative to berries’ age, it is apparent that BFL experienced the
hormonal changes associated with ripening at an age 1 week younger than when BFE
of the same SB underwent the same transition. For instance, the decline of IAA
occurred 68 DAF in high SB BFE and 61 DAF for high SB BFL (Figure 6c). The
increase in ABA occurred 68 DAF for low SB BFE and 61 DAF for low SB BFL.
Overall, these data show that differences in SB among berries of a cluster have a
strong relationship with the dynamics of IAA and ABA in the pulp near véraison.
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BFE and BFL of the same SB changed in unison, even though BFL and BFE were
different chronological ages.
Discussion
We show that the timing of ripening initiation is weakly linked to how long
berries have to develop after anthesis. Non-negligible proportions of advanced berries
given short developmental windows and lagging berries given long developmental
windows occurred in all years of the study. The relationship between the amount of
time after anthesis and ripening progression in 2011 and 2013 was mild but
significant, while such a relationship was entirely absent in 2012 when the flowering
window was narrow. Flowering time could be an inappropriate starting point, as
fertilization and fruit set possibly do not occur after a fixed amount of time postanthesis. Alternatively, flexibility in berry development may mitigate any direct effect
of developing from a late versus an early flower if anthesis occurs over a short
window as in 2012. Berries can have different developmental curves prior to véraison
depending upon when flowers bloomed and with variation in the steepness, timing,
and duration of the lag phase (Coombe 1980).
Developmental flexibility could have mitigated variability that arose from
uneven flowering by the time berries approached the ripening initiation. No
significant time-of-anthesis-related differences were observed in the dynamics of
hormones within either SB group relative to MV. BFL underwent similar changes in
IAA and ABA at the same cluster-stage as BFE, despite being 1 week younger. This
supports that between anthesis and véraison, BFL traversed at least a portion of that
developmental period at a rate faster than BFE such that those fruits were competent
to ripen at the same time as BFE. However, the window in which the “catch-up”
occurs and underlying mechanism for this remains to be seen.
It is possible that the effects of flowering time are short lived, having more
immediate effects on abscission (Kühn et al. 2014) and the period shortly thereafter.
Fruits that arise from early flowers have lower abscission rates than berries from late
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flowers because of enhanced polar auxin transport across their pedicels (Kühn et al.
2014), which suggests that there are hormonal differences associated with the timing
of anthesis which could impact the developmental rate of individual fruits. Measuring
the dynamics of hormones in young BFE and BFL in the future could help clarify this
behavior. Flowering time may itself be a symptom of an underlying source of
variability that also impacts the initial developmental rate for individual fruits. As
dynamic sink strength may reduce intracluster variability towards harvest (Gouthu et
al. 2014), similar mechanisms before véraison may explain how BFL enhance their
developmental rate.
We can conclude that having a “head start” by flowering early and having a
longer developmental period before véraison makes only a modest contribution to
when a fruit initiates ripening at véraison. This was only observed when flowering
spanned over a large window and probably because berries from late in anthesis are
unlikely to completely “catch up” to berries with nearly 2 weeks more time to
develop by véraison. Most importantly, our data show that the amount of time any
berry takes to enter the ripening phase is remarkably flexible and for this reason
prevents a consistently strong direct link between flowering time and the timing of
ripening initiation.
Uneven ripening has been linked to fruits’ seed content in earlier studies. In
Amelanchier and Vaccinium, the amount of time required to ripen is not fixed and
variability in developmental length is due to variability in seed number (Gorchov
1985). Our data in Pinot noir confirmed a strong, significant, and negative correlation
between SB and the ripening initiation of berries by véraison. Several studies in grape
have linked seed content to berry development and ripening (Rapp and Klenert 1974;
Cawthon and Morris 1982a; Gorchov 1985; Ristic and Iland 2005). Differences in our
conclusions from previous works probably come from relating SB rather than seed
number or weight to ripening. SB accounts for ripening differences with similar sized
seeds housed in different sized berries and for significantly different relationships
between seed and berry weight among each ripening class at véraison.
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The relationship between seed and fruit growth and development is well
documented and is brokered by auxin exported from seeds, which are reservoirs of
and important sites of auxin biosynthesis (McAtee et al. 2013). Once seeds mature,
auxin transport to the pericarp ends, pericarp auxin levels decline, and this allows
non-climacteric fruits like grape and strawberry to ripen (Cawthon and Morris 1982b;
Given et al. 1988; Davies et al. 1997; Böttcher et al. 2010; Symons et al. 2012). By
regulating the magnitude and transport of auxin into the pericarp, seeds influence the
onset of ripening of individual fruits through an antagonistic relationship between
auxin and abscisic acid, a ripening promoter (Ban et al. 2003; Wheeler et al. 2009;
Ziliotto et al. 2012; Gouthu and Deluc 2015). SB differences corresponded to unequal
amounts of auxin in the pulp of pre-véraison berries and differences in when auxin
declined. We observed more auxin in high SB and a one-week delay in the decline of
IAA, increase in ABA, and the initiation of sugar accumulation compared to low SB
fruits. This may also reflect seed development, as the lag phase of berries corresponds
to a burst of auxin in seeds and the acceleration of embryo growth and differentiation
(Ebadi et al. 1996). Whether the timing of ripening initiation in the pericarp tissue is
linked to the size and developmental stage of the embryo needs further investigation.
Although the relationship between SB and the onset of ripening is clear, how
SB differences are established and if they are tied to flowering is unclear and may be
difficult to untangle. Genotype, competition among fruits for carbohydrates, and
position of fruits within a cluster all affect the relationship between fruit size and seed
size, though position effects appear to be negligible in low fruit load conditions
(Prudent et al. 2014) like those established for our study. These factors may also
explain the remaining variation in sugar content not accounted for in our model
(Figure 4) among fruits at véraison and require examination. Friend et al. (2003) did
not observe a strong connection between ovary size and flowering time, but in 2009
supposed that late-opening flowers may have difficulty acquiring carbohydrates for
initial seed and berry development (Friend et al. 2003, 2009). Our data do not show
that berries from late flowering events were developmentally impaired. In fact, at
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equivalent chronological ages, BFL had accrued more sugar than BFE of the same
SB. We also did not find evidence that the effects of SB on ripening initiation
depended on flowering time. However, we cannot exclude such a relationship
because there is some evidence of an overlap between the genetic regulation of floral
and seed features and development (Jofuku et al. 2005; Chiang et al. 2009).
The question of how fruits adjust their developmental curves or rates is at the
crux of asynchronous ripening in grapevine. Our study confirms the prominent
correlation of SB with ripening initiation. Although both developmental duration and
SB collectively accounted for the majority of variation in ripening progress at
véraison, the IAA-ABA switch associated with the onset of ripening was not
associated with flowering time, but with SB, making SB a stronger indicator of
whether an individual fruit will initiate ripening earlier or later. In addition, our
flower tagging experiments revealed that fruits within a cluster do not require a fixed
amount of time after anthesis to initiate ripening and that developmental flexibility
accounts for how fruits with similar SB initiated ripening in unison despite being
separated by 1 week or more in age.
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Figure 1. Developmental length and the ripeness of berries at véraison, 2013. (A)
Proportion of berries of each ripening class given different developmental lengths
from anthesis to véraison. Pearson’s Chi squared test for independence between
duration and ripening class, p value <0.05, n = 820. (B) Total Soluble Solids (°Brix)
of berries given different developmental lengths with line of best fit shown. Overall
(solid black line) R2 = 0.15, Green (dotted green line) R2 = 0.07, Pink (dotted pink
line) R2 = 0.16, Red (dotted red line) R2 = 0.07, F-test p < 0.05 overall and for all
groups, n = 820 berries
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Figure 4. Model showing the amount of total soluble solids (°Brix) for any berry at
véraison is a function of developmental duration and SB, 2013. Raw data points with
curves overlaid for different developmental durations according to the mixed effect
model fitted: sugar (°Brix) ~ developmental duration + SB + SB2. R2 = 0.70, n = 820.
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Abstract
Uneven ripening in Vitis vinifera is increasingly recognized as a phenomenon
of interest, with substantial implications for fruit and wine composition and quality.
This study sought to determine whether variation late in ripening (~Modified
Eichhorn-Lorenz stage 39) was associated with developmental differences that were
observable as fruits within a cluster initiated ripening (véraison). Four
developmentally distinct ripening classes of berries were tagged at cluster véraison,
sampled at three times late in ripening, and subjected to untargeted HPLC-MS to
measure variation in amino acids, sugars, organic acids, and phenolic metabolites in
skin, pulp, and seed tissues separately. Variability was described using predominantly
two strategies. In the first, multivariate analysis (OPLS-DA) was used to determine
whether fruits were still distinguishable per their developmental position at véraison
and to identify which metabolites accounted for these distinctions. The same
technique was used to assess changes in each tissue over time. In a second strategy
and for each annotated metabolite, the variance across the ripening classes at each
time point was measured to show whether intra-cluster variance was growing,
shrinking, or constant over the period observed. Indeed, berries could be segregated
by OPLS-DA late in ripening based on their developmental position at véraison,
though the four ripening classes were aggregated into two larger ripening groups.
Further, not all tissues were dynamic over the period examined. Although pulp tissues
could be segregated by time sampled, this was not true for seed and only moderately
so for skin. Ripening group differences in seed and skin, rather than the time fruit was
sampled, were better able to define berries. Metabolites also experienced significant
reductions in intra-cluster variance between single pairs of time points, but never
across the entire experiment. Metabolites often exhibited a combination of intracluster variance expansion, contraction and persistence. Finally, we observed
significant differences in the abundance of some metabolites between ripening classes
that suggest the berries which initiated ripening first remained developmentally ahead
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of the lagging fruit even late in the ripening phase. This presents a challenge to
producers who would seek to harvest at uniformity or at a predefined level of
variation.
Introduction
That producers seek to define and pursue optimal levels of enologically
important metabolites in grapes is understood. However, intra-cluster variation is an
important consideration as well, given the link between fruit uniformity and crop
quality (Barbagallo et al., 2011; Carroll et al., 1978; Kontoudakis et al., 2011; Liu, et
al., 2016; Selvaraj et al., 1995). This contrasts the prevalent paradigm wherein the
mean amount of a metabolite for a population of berries, rather than the variability
inherent to that population, influences harvesting decisions. Whether optimal levels of
traditional markers that influence harvest decisions (sugars, pigments, tannins, and
organic acids) coincide with desirable levels of heterogeneity is largely unexplored.
Several studies have examined the ways in which fruits within a cluster vary,
why fruits may initiate ripening unevenly, and means of managing heterogeneity
(Cawthon and Morris, 1982a; 1982b; Coombe, 1992; Fernandez et al., 2006; Friend
et al., 2009; Gray and Coombe, 2009; Pagay and Cheng, 2010; Calderon-Orellana et
al., 2014a; Gouthu and Deluc, 2015). The uneven onset of ripening in a cluster
(véraison) has been attributed to fruits’ seed content, weakly to flowering time, and
the interplay of hormones (Böttcher et al., 2010; Gouthu and Deluc, 2015; Vondras et
al., 2016). Then, between véraison and harvest, intra-cluster variance is reduced in
terms of gene expression, °Brix, color index, and size (Gouthu et al., 2014; Gray and
Coombe, 2009; Pagay and Cheng, 2010). However, differences at harvest are still
observed and not without consequences. Although one study found no significant
relationship between crop price and crop heterogeneity (Calderon-Orellana et al.,
2014b), Carroll et al. (1978) showed that wines from fruits belonging to the least and
most advanced berries had the lowest sensory scores. They observed differences in
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sugar, pH, titratable acidity, wine tannins and color between different classes of
berries. In Syrah, larger berries at commercial harvest had lower quality
characteristics and a yellow-green color indicative of incomplete maturity and
possibly higher seed catechin extractability (Barbagallo et al., 2011). In recognizing
that substantial variation at harvest limits accurate determination of phenolic
maturity, Kontoudakis et al. (2011) also showed that wines from higher density (high
sugar) berries were associated with higher ethanol content, pH, color intensity, total
phenolic indexes, anthocyanins, and polymerization of proanthocyanidins and lower
titratable acidity and bitterness; the resulting wines were higher quality and better
balanced. In another study, less-dense grapes contributed fewer anthocyanins and
more seed tannins than skin tannins, detrimentally affecting wine composition, while
denser berries had the highest total phenolic content (Liu et al., 2016). Whether or not
this variability is predominantly due to developmental differences is unexplored,
though previous reports have demonstrated variation associated with other factors,
like fruit position within clusters (Kasimatis et al., 1975; Pagay and Cheng, 2010;
Pisciotta et al., 2013; Tarter and Keuter, 2005).
If fruits are developmentally equals, then dynamic tissues should undergo key
developmental transitions, like véraison and dehydration, uniformly. Therefore,
perhaps the most appropriate time to make such assessments is as those transitions
occur. Late ripening, which we define here as the period of extended ripening
immediately following ripeness (Coombe, 1995), is a period during which fruits
dehydrate. Distinctive wines are produced using both on- (Bowen and Reynolds,
2015; Khairallah et al., 2016; Lukić et al., 2016; Rolle et al. 2009) and off-vine
(Bellincontro et al., 2004; Costantini et al., 2006; Moreno et al., 2008; Toffali et al.,
2011; Zenoni et al., 2016) dehydration strategies (Figueiredo-González et al., 2013).
Both practices have similar effects on sugars, secondary metabolism, and cell
integrity (Zamboni et al., 2008) and desiccation can produce responses analogous to
those of water stress (Bellincontro et al., 2009). This developmental window is not
only important for winemakers because of the dramatic metabolic changes that occur,
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but also because it might be used to better appreciate developmental inequality within
a cluster.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether intra-cluster variation late
in ripening was linked to differences in developmental progress that are observable as
fruits unevenly being ripening at véraison. Towards this objective, fruits were tagged
as members of qualitative developmental categories or “ripening classes” based on
their color at véraison and collected as fruits passed what would be considered
commercial harvest into a stage that could be described as on-the-vine withering. If
developmental differences persisted between fruits in a cluster, they might be best
captured (1) as fruits transition into this stage and (2) in “dynamic” tissues (tissues
that demonstrate they are changing within the window observed). A multivariate
technique called Orthogonal Projections to Latent Structures-Discriminant Analysis
(OPLS-DA) was used to clarify the extent to which different berry tissues remained
dynamic in the late ripening period and to determine if and due to which metabolites
berries late in ripening could be segregated based on their developmental category at
véraison. It was concluded that (1) overall, fruits that were developmentally distinct at
véraison remain distinguishable late in ripening, (2) skin, pulp, and seeds were not
equally dynamic in the late ripening period, and (3) this period was marked by both
reductions and expansions in variation for many metabolites, though most annotated
metabolites showed no significant changes in intra-cluster variance over the period.
Materials and methods
Experimental design
This study was conducted in 2011 at the Oregon State University Woodhall
experimental vineyard in Alpine, Oregon. Pommard grapevines, clones of Vitis
vinifera L. cv. Pinot noir, grown on 101-14 rootstock, and trained in a double Guyot
system with vertical shoot positioning were used. The five vines used for this study
were managed using standard viticultural techniques. On each plant, 6 primary
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clusters were chosen on both the east (3 clusters) and west (3 clusters) side of plants.
A non-invasive tagging technique was used to label four qualitatively distinct
ripening classes of fruits at véraison (Lund et al., 2008; Gouthu et al., 2014) on
September 10th. Here, véraison is defined as when ~50% of the cluster remains green,
while ~50% has visibly initiated ripening. Among these fruits, Green Hard (GH),
Green Soft (GS), Pink (PS), and Red (RS) fruits were randomly selected and tagged
throughout each of the selected clusters. GH and GS were completely green with no
evidence of color-change. GH and GS were distinguished by touch, with GH having
no perceptible deformation. PS often exhibited green and pink marbling or were light
pink in color. RS berries were dark pink or red. Within each cluster, representatives
of each ripening class were tagged at véraison using different colored strings. Then, 6
berries from each ripening class were sampled from each plant 34, 41, and 48 days
after véraison: October 14th (t1), 21st (t2), and 28th (t3). In this study, one biological
replicate is equal to 6 berries of a particular ripening class and from one of the plants
used. Sampled berries were immediately frozen on dry ice and then stored at -80°C.
These sampling dates corresponded approximately to stage 39 (overripe) in the
modified Eichhorn-Lorenz system for classifying grapevine growth stages (Coombe,
1995).
Berry measurements
Total soluble solids and color were measured per berry (n=5). A SPER
Scientific digital refractometer (Scottsdale, AZ, USA) was used to measure total
soluble solids in units of degrees Brix (°Bx) and a Konica Minolta CR-300 chroma
meter (Minolta Corp, Osaka, Japan) was used to quantitatively measure color
[lightness (L), hue angle (h), and chroma (C)]. The color index of each berry was
calculated as previously described (Carreño et al., 1995) and computed as (180-h)/(L
+ C).
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Metabolite extraction
Approximately 40 mg of lyophilized material were weighed and extracted with
20 and 40 volumes (w/v) of cold, 90% methanol for pulp and seed, respectively. Skin
tissues were subjected to 40 volumes (w/v) of cold 89.9% methanol acidified with
0.1% (v/v) of formic acid (Toffali et al. 2011). The extracts were vortexed, sonicated
in an ice-filled ultrasonic bath (Falc Instruments, Bergamo, Italy) for 20 min at 40
kHz, kept in darkness for 2h at 4°C and finally centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 10 min
at 4°C. Supernatants were collected and stored at -20°C. 200 µL of each extract were
diluted 1:2 with LC-MS-grade water and filtered with Minisart RC 4 membrane
filters (0.2 µm diameter pores, Sartorius) prior to injection into the HPLC-MS system.
Metabolite separation, detection, and annotation
Twenty µL of each diluted sample were drawn through a 508 Autosampler
(Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA) system and injected to a Beckman Coulter Gold
127 HPLC system (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA) equipped with a C18 guard
column (7.5 x 2.1 mm) in front of an Alltima HP C18 column (150 x 2.1 mm, particle
size 3 µm; Alltech Associates Inc, Derfield, IL). Samples were analyzed randomly
and in technical duplicate. The chromatographic solvents, conditions, and gradient are
described in Anesi et al. (2015).
Metabolite detection was carried out with a Bruker ion trap Esquire 6000
(Bruker Daltonics GmbH, Bremen, Germany) equipped with an ESI ion source with
the following specifications: 10 L/min for N2 drying gas and 50 psi for the N2
nebulizing gas heated at 350°C. The analyses were performed in negative and
positive alternate modality, setting a target mass of 400 m/z and a scan range of 503000 m/z. Metabolite fragmentation was performed up to MS3 by using Helium gas
and setting the fragmentation amplitude at 1 V. Chromatographic data were recorded
up to 55 minutes with Esquire Control v5.2 software and the .d generated files were
processed with the proprietary Data Analysis v3.2 (Bruker Daltonics), converted in
net.cdf files and analyzed with open-source MZmine 2.10 (http://mzmine.github.io/)
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software to create a data matrix reporting feature peak areas. After peak
deconvolution, alignment and gap filling performed by MZmine can result in few
missing values in the data matrix; such values were considered “missing” and not as
zero (Commisso et al., 2017). The subsequent multivariate statistical analyses were
carried out with SIMCA v13.0 (Umetrix AB, Umea, Sweden).
Metabolite annotation were made by comparing the m/z, retention time and
fragmentation pattern (MS/MS and MS3) of the detected signals with an in-house
library of authentic commercial standards or, in their absence, with data reported in
literature or online databases (http://www.massbank.jp; http://www.hmdb.ca). The
confidence of each metabolite annotation was classified as prescribed by Sumner et
al. (2007) and is defined in Supplemental File 1.
Statistical analyses
Several statistical methods were used to explore intra-cluster differences
(differences among the ripening classes) and changes within the cluster over time.
Pareto scaling was applied to all analytical methods (Toffali et al., 2011; van den
Berg et al., 2006). PCA was used to identify and remove 20 probable outliers from
the 180 samples. The data from the remaining 160 samples (n = 3-5) were analyzed
by PCA and OPLS-DA using SIMCA 13.0 (Umetrix AB, Umea, Sweden) to identify
metabolites or biomarkers that accounted for differences between ripening groups and
distinguished time points. OPLS-DA models were cross validated by ANOVA (pvalue < 0.05) and equivalent PLS-DA models were fit and tested by permutation (200
permutations) to avoid overfitting (Triba et al., 2014). In addition to meeting these
criteria, only models with high, cross-validated predictability (Q2 > 0.50) were
considered as high confidence (Anesi et al., 2015; Triba et al., 2014). All features
were used in SIMCA 13 analyses; only annotated metabolites are shown in figures
and discussed.
Intra-cluster variance (ICV) was estimated by averaging the five biological replicates
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within a ripening class and calculating the variance across the four ripening classes at
a single time point for each annotated metabolite. Unidentified features / metabolites
were not included in this analysis. An F-test for variance was used to test for
significant changes in ICV between t1, t2, and t3 for each metabolite. In addition, a
Tukey-test was used to test for significant differences in relative metabolite amount
between ripening classes.
Interactive figures
Figures were constructed using Prism (GraphPad Software Inc., California,
USA), SIMCA 13.0, and plot.ly, an online graphing resource. Though still images are
presented in this manuscript, the interactive equivalents of plot.ly-generated figures
are provided as supplemental HTML files for an enriched exploration of the results.
Given the interactive files, readers can include or exclude groups of metabolites by
clicking on them in the figure legends, zoom in and out of specified regions of the
plots, rotate three-dimensional figures, and identify individual data points which have
not been labeled in the still images provided herein. These figures are helpful for
visualizing the described trends in the data.
Results
Developmental and metabolic inequality
We sought to determine whether intra-cluster variation late in ripening was
associated with developmental inequalities that were apparent at véraison. This was
enabled by tagging developmentally distinct “ripening classes” of fruits at véraison
(Green Hard, GH; Green Soft, GS; Pink, PS; Red, RS) and then sampling them late in
ripening.
In terms of total soluble solids (Figure 1A), the four ripening classes trended
towards uniformity at t2, but this uniformity was short-lived. Green fruits (GH and
GS) had significantly lower °Brix than more advanced fruits (PS and RS) at t3. No
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significant differences were observed among the ripening classes at t1 or t2 (Figure
1A). With respect to berry color, GH showed significantly lower color index than PS
and RS at every collection time and lower color index than GS at t2 and t3 (Figure
1B). The color index of GS was similar to PS at t1 and indistinguishable from PS and
RS at t2 and t3. Together, Figure 1 parts A and B examined separately present
seemingly distinct narratives concerning fruit development and changes in intracluster variance (ICV). ICV as defined by total soluble solids (°Brix) describes
clusters trending towards uniformity from t1 to t2, with inequalities reappearing after
t2. Alternatively, ICV as defined by color index suggests that at and after harvest,
differences between the berries that were the most and least advanced at véraison
persist without an obvious point of relatively high uniformity. These initial
observations indicate that (1) perception of cluster uniformity depends on the
metabolites being measured, (2) developmental inequalities persist, though they may
be temporarily masked, and (3) metabolite uniformity does not necessarily suggest
developmental uniformity. This also suggests limits to how much developmental
inequality observed at véraison is actually mitigated by harvest. Importantly, Figure
1A shows that fruits that were relatively advanced at véraison also initiated the
dehydration stage first, as by this time increases in sugars are linked to dehydration
rather than import.
Untargeted HPLC-MS was used to further assess ICV of metabolites separately
in berry seeds, skin, and pulp. Following data acquisition, 139 metabolites were
annotated using an in-house library (Supplemental File 1). Including all features,
annotated and unknown, Orthogonal Projections to Latent Structures – Discriminant
Analysis (OPLS-DA) was used to determine whether the ripening classes were
distinguishable late in ripening, whether fruits from t1, t2, and t3 were distinguishable
overall and if so, which metabolites account for the segregation of different groups.
Prior to this, however, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of all samples
(including all annotated metabolites and unidentified features) revealed that the three
berry tissues were remarkably distinct in their metabolite profiles (Supplemental
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Figure 1), with anthocyanins and stilbenes highest in and positively correlated with
skin and with proanthocyanidins and flavanols in seed. Most flavonols and other
flavonoids were associated with skin tissues. The distinct metabolic profiles of each
tissue warranted analyzing each tissue separately to resolve any differences among
the groups of interest. Interestingly, a high degree of similarity among the GH and GS
berries and among the PS and RS berries was observed such that we were unable to
model their differences with high predictability (Q2). This might indicate that the
ripening classes are more similar to one another late in ripening than they were at
véraison, but this is impossible to say conclusively without equivalent measures at
véraison. The four ripening classes were aggregated into two groups which could be
reliably well-modeled by OPLS-DA in each tissue (Figure 2)—Lagging (GH + GS)
and Advanced (PS + RS). Still, the original ripening classes are colored in Figure 2.
For each tissue, OPLS-DA was used to identify metabolites that define the
ripening groups (Figure 2 and Supplemental Figure 2) and define the intra-cluster
metabolic changes during some of the latest stages of ripening (Figure 3). Model
parameters are summarized in Supplemental File 2. Score plots (Figure 2A and
Supplemental Figure 2) were used to visualize segregation among the samples, with
the predictive component describing between-group differences and the orthogonal
component describing within-group differences. For each tissue, the metabolic
profiles of Lagging and Advanced berries were distinct, with no clear trends in
within-group variance that could clearly be attributed to the original ripening classes
(GH vs. GS and RS vs. PS). Next, S-plots with VIP integration were used to identify
metabolites that best explain the segregation of ripening groups in each tissue (Figure
2 B, C, and D). S-plots show the covariance and correlation structure between the
metabolites and predictive score. In other words, they show the reliability and
influence of the metabolites on group segregation. The VIP score, also considered, is
an additional metric that describes the extent to which any metabolite drives group
distinctions. Metabolites with high VIP (>2) and relatively high |p (corr)| and |p| are
putative biomarkers that define berries late in ripening that were Lagging or
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Advanced at véraison (Figure 2).
The seeds of Lagging and Advanced berries were defined by their high levels of
proanthocyanidins and sugars versus leucine/isoleucine, respectively (Figure 2B). The
skins of Lagging and Advanced berries were distinguished by high anthocyanins and
sugars, respectively (Figure 2C), and the pulps of Lagging berries were high in and
defined by leucine/isoleucine (Figure 2D), in contrast to the high levels of
leucine/isoleucine found in Advanced berries’ seeds. Unsurprisingly, Advanced berry
pulp was distinguishable by high levels of sugars (Figure 2D).
The score plots in Figure 3 (A, C) also visualize segregation among the
samples, but per their collection date and irrespective of their ripening class or group.
No model that passed all acceptable thresholds upon cross-validation could be
established to describe metabolic differences in seed or skin over time (seed, Q2 =
0.25, CV-ANOVA p > 0.05; skin, Q2 = 0.27, CV-ANOVA p = 0.022). Because the
OPLS-DA skin-by-time model was valid, we have included it here despite low Q2.
Metabolites with high scores in the corresponding S-plot (Figure 3B and D) indicate
why the late ripening stages observed were distinctive. The skins of t1 and t3 berries
were distinguished by their high levels of flavonols and other flavonoids versus
phenylalanine and sugars, respectively (Figure 3B), and the pulp of t1 and t2/t3
berries could be segregated on the basis of high phenolic acids versus amino acids
and sugars, respectively (Figure 3D).
Overall, biomarkers that define differences between ripening groups and were
shared across all three tissues were exclusively sugars, specifically sucrose species
and a di-hexose derivative. Leucine / isoleucine was an in-common biomarker
between seed and pulp that distinguished Lagging from Advanced fruits (Figure 4).
Taken together, these results indicate that (1) variability late in ripening is
associated with the developmental inequalities present at the ripening onset, (2) the
metabolome remains dynamic post-harvest for pulp (and less for skin), with markers
that define points during this late ripening period, and (3) that for seeds, the
differences associated with ripening group at véraison exceeded those associated with
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change over the period observed.
Trends in intra-cluster variance during late ripening
Next, trends in ICV late in ripening and the amount of ICV for metabolites with
constant ICV were measured. The log10 fold-change in variance was plotted for each
metabolite between pairs of sequential time points. This allows the visualization of
ICV patterns for each annotated metabolite in the data (Figure 5). The ICV patterns
characteristic of each region are summarized in Figure 5A. How metabolite variance
behaved as fruits enter this late phase should provide evidence regarding whether the
ripening classes were developmentally uniform or not. Increasing ICV might suggest
developmental inequality (Quadrants 2, 3, and 4), whereas decreasing ICV suggests
migration towards developmental uniformity (+y / +x axis and Quadrant 1).
Metabolites with constant ICV would require further examination (Center).
None of the annotated metabolites, in any tissue, significantly and exclusively
increased or decreased in variance (Figure 5B, C, D). Though, several metabolites did
demonstrate a significant change in ICV between a single pair of time points in each
tissue. Further, some non-significant but observable trends appear upon examining
classes of metabolites.
In seed (Figure 5B), amino acids, anthocyanins, flavonols, and organic acids
predominantly localized on the right-hand side of the plot. Most metabolites that
showed significant changes in ICV fell in quadrants 2 or 4. Several, however,
experienced significant reductions in variation, characteristic of the +y axis and +x
axis regions including several pigments, a P2-type proanthocyanidin, and quercetin-oglucuronide. In skin (Figure 5C), leucine showed significant changes in ICV
characteristic of quadrant 2 over the time-course and most amino acids fell in
quadrants 2 and 3. Anthocyanins and sugars localized predominantly in quadrant 2,
and phenolic acids, flavonols and other flavonoids in quadrants 1 and 2. Stilbenes
mostly fell in quadrants 1 and 4, and proanthocyanidins into 2 and 3. Like seed, most
metabolites in skin that showed significant changes in ICV fell in quadrants 2 or 4,
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and few metabolites showed no increase in ICV. In skin, this included quercetin
aglycone, citric acid, and a glucoside of cis-resveratrol. For pulp (Figure 5D),
stilbenes and amino acids occurred in quadrants 2 and 3, anthocyanins and other
flavonoids predominantly in quadrant 2, phenolic acids in 1 and 2, and flavanols in 1
and 4. Like seed and skin, most metabolites in pulp that showed significant changes
in ICV over the time course fell in quadrants 2 and 4, and several exhibited reductions
in ICV either between t1 and t2 or t2 and t3. In pulp, these included sucrose and a
hexose fragment, several proanthocyanidins, flavanols, and flavonols.
Overall, though, most metabolites did not show significant changes in intracluster variance over the time-course (Figure 5B, C, D). Taking these metabolites, the
magnitude of variance that persisted in the cluster was explored (Figure 6). This
group could include metabolites with persistently high or low variance across the
ripening classes throughout this study; in other words, the amount of difference
between ripening classes did not significantly change over time for these metabolites,
and that difference could be either large or small. The magnitude of ICV also
provides insight into the developmental uniformity of berries in the cluster. High,
constant ICV might suggest persistent developmental differences, whereas low,
constant ICV suggests developmental uniformity.
Classes of metabolites tended to exhibit similar levels of intra-cluster variance,
so ICV was summarized per metabolite class in Table 1. In all tissues, amino acids
had comparatively high levels of persistent intra-cluster variance. Some of the most
contextually important metabolites for each tissue tended to be among the most
persistently variable-- proanthocyanidins and flavanols in seed (Figure 6A),
anthocyanins in skin (Figure 6B), and sugars in pulp (Figure 6C). In addition,
flavonols and phenolic acids in seed (Figure 6A) and flavanols and proanthocyanidins
in skin (Figure 6B) were among the least variable groups of metabolites.
These results indicate that the tendency towards reduced ICV is rare late in
ripening, that variability will remain constant over this period for most metabolites (at
least those considered here), and that high variability was often observed for the most
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spatio-contextually relevant metabolites.
Discussion
This study predominantly examined the extent and behavior of intra-cluster
variation late in the ripening phase and, similar to others who observed variation
among berries, we observed variability between ripening classes (Barbagallo et al.,
2011; Carroll et al., 1978; Kontoudakis et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2016; Rolle et al.,
2011). In contrast to earlier studies which used berry density, color or weight classes
to classify fruits and assess metabolite differences, we directly assessed variation
associated with uneven ripening onset and, therefore, developmental inequality. If
fruit uniformity at harvest is desirable, then understanding how metabolites
accumulate in a developmentally diverse cluster of fruits, particularly late in ripening,
should aid the identification of biomarkers to improve harvest decisions. We propose
an approach to identify markers in the future and, given our data, the features that
make this challenging. First, our inability to model four distinct ripening classes
(instead, modeling Lagging vs. Advanced), which at véraison were distinguishable,
does support some reduction in developmental variation across the classes as was
observed in terms of gene expression and berry size by others (Gouthu et al., 2014;
Gray and Coombe, 2009). However, development-associated differences among the
ripening groups over the late-ripening period were still identifiable, and there were
diverse patterns in ICV except a significant, continual reduction in variation.
Fruits within a cluster are strong, competitive sinks during ripening (Coombe,
1988; Davies et al., 1999). However, changes in sugar concentration are more
associated with dehydration than sugar import into berries near commercial harvest
(Coombe and McCarthy, 2000). This change delineates the majority of the ripening
phase from that observed in this study. Fruits may indeed undergo a reduction of
intra-cluster variation during ripening (Gouthu et al., 2014; Gray and Coombe, 2009),
but if fruits were truly developmentally uniform or were approaching uniformity,
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spatio-contextually relevant metabolites would have low ICV or only have exhibited
reductions in ICV as fruits enter this late stage. Instead, the re-divergence of the
ripening classes in terms of °Brix and other metabolites, as well as persistently high
variance in others indicates that the fruits remain developmentally distinct. Metabolic
uniformity does not necessarily imply developmental uniformity. This contrasts the
conclusions of Gray and Coombe (2009), wherein fruits must developmentally
synchronize to proceed into subsequent growth stages. In the interest of improving
harvest decisions, trends in ICV may be a worthy consideration, given that if one
waits longer to harvest, for instance, there is no guarantee that variation will
continually reduce.
In each of the tissues studied, amino acids were among the most variable
overall. Most amino acids showed no significant changes in ICV over this
experiment, except for leucine / isoleucine hexose in seed and skin. In addition,
leucine / isoleucine was able to distinguish ripening groups in seed and pulp.
Significant differences between ripening classes were observed at one or more time
points for arginine, phenylalanine, leucine / isoleucine, leucine / isoleucine hexose,
and tryptophan; these amino acids and proline were also able to distinguish t1 from t3
berry pulp (Supplemental Figure 3). Together, proline and arginine constitute 90% of
the Nitrogen content in grape juice and influence the perception of acidity in wine
(Gerós et al., 2012). Arginine and phenylalanine are both sources of Yeast
Assimilable Nitrogen (YAN), and phenylalanine specifically is the precursor for the
phenylpropanoid pathway giving rise to flavonoids and stilbenes. As the most
abundant yeast-assimilable, N-containing metabolite in juice, arginine content is one
factor in the production of fruity and floral wine aromas (Gutiérrez et al., 2015).
Lagging berries had significantly higher levels of arginine and phenylalanine than
pink and red berries at one or more times in and pulp tissues (Supplemental Figure 3).
skin More specifically, in skin, the level of arginine in GH berries was significantly
higher than in PS and RS berries at times 1 and 3; arginine was significantly higher in
GS than PS and RS at t2. Likewise, the level of phenylalanine in skin was
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significantly higher in GS than in PS and RS at t2. In pulp, the level of phenylalanine
was significantly higher for GH berries than the other classes at t2 and RS at t3.
Similarly, the pulp levels of arginine in GH berries were higher than PS berries at t2
and RS berries at t3. Developmental differences in either arginine or phenylalanine
could be important determinants of the differences we observed among downstream
secondary metabolites. Leucine / isoleucine was among the metabolites best able to
distinguish the seeds and pulp of less from more advanced berries. Phenylalanine and
leucine participate in the production of higher alcohols during fermentation, namely
2-phenylethanol and isoamyl alcohol, the most abundant higher alcohols found in
wine; these higher alcohols affect the aromas of wine and model solutions
(Cameleyre et al., 2015; Noguerol-Pato et al., 2014; Vidal et al., 2014; Vilanova et
al., 2013; Äyräpää, 1967; Yoshizawa et al., 1961). Previous work has implicated 2phenylethanol in Pinot noir aroma, the variety used in this study (Girard et al., 2001;
Miranda-Lopez et al., 1992). Finally, the potential implications of developmental
inequalities in tryptophan are also interesting. Tryptophan is a precursor of auxin, a
major regulator of fruit development and suspected precursor of 2aminoacetophenone (AAP), an off-aroma described in white wines and the
production of which can vary with harvest time (Hoenicke et al., 2002; Hoenicke et
al., 2001; Maeda and Dudareva, 2012; Schneider, 2014). Future studies could shed
more light on how amino acid inequalities between individual berries originate and
possibly propagate other metabolite inequalities, for better or worse.
Although ripening groups were distinguishable in each of the tissues examined,
t1 vs. t3 fruits were only reliably differentiable in pulp and per their sugar and amino
acid content. These observations add to previous reports which also demonstrate pulp
continues to undergo metabolism and transcriptomic changes during dehydration on
and off the vine (Bellincontro et al., 2004; Bowen and Reynolds, 2015; Costantini et
al., 2006; Khairallah et al., 2016; Lukić et al., 2016; Moreno et al., 2008; Rolle et al.,
2009; Toffali et al., 2011; Zenoni et al., 2016). For seed, the OPLS-DA and ICV
patterns present seemingly contrasting results. OPLS-DA was unable to define seeds
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by their collection date, though was able to segregate ripening groups, and significant
changes in ICV were observed for some metabolites between pairs of time points in
seed. This suggests that the change in ICV over time in seed was not sufficiently large
so as to define one time point versus another even though the difference between
ripening groups may have expanded or contracted for some metabolites. Véraison for
an individual berry marks the onset of ripening and coincides with the initiation of
seed maturation, tannin oxidation, a cessation of seed growth, and seed dehydration
(Ristic and Iland, 2005). The lack of or inability to observe changes is not entirely
unexpected, given that the seed has matured by this period (Ristic and Iland, 2005)
and changes that occur over time in seed might only be observed over longer time
scales than in this study. Perhaps underlying factors that contributed to differences in
seeds early in their development also influence seed composition after seeds have
completed maturation such that they are distinguishable past the largest phases of
seed development.
Tartaric and malic acids compose ~90% of total berry acidity. Both acids are
considered in harvesting decisions and impact final wine composition and perception.
Typically, levels increase in the berry up to 4 weeks after anthesis and decline during
ripening (Kliewer et al., 1967; Lamikanra et al., 1995). Consistent with this
expectation, tartaric acid was consistently highest in and able to distinguish t1 versus
t3 fruits in pulp. Furthermore, tartaric acid was significantly higher in GH fruits’ pulp
than in GS, PS, and RS (Supplemental Figure 4); tartaric acid was probably an
unsuitable marker of Lagging fruits (by OPLS-DA) because GS was indistinguishable
from the red berries over the time course (Supplemental Figure 4). Although OPLSDA analyses indicate that changes in organic acids late in ripening among berries
have more to do with a dynamic pulp over time, this observation upon close
inspection suggests that developmental differences do persist such that GH is
perpetually laggard if defined by its tartaric acid content. Further examination could
reveal how these inequalities in primary metabolites occur in the first place, and the
extent to which they, plus environmental and physiological factors, contribute to wine
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quality and ICV among secondary metabolites.
Among the secondary metabolites are berry phenolics, which contribute to the
color, astringency, and bitterness of wines. Because of their importance, there is
substantial interest in characterizing phenolic composition in a way to better inform
harvest times and anticipate wine composition (Cagnasso et al.,2008; Kontoudakis et
al., 2011; R. R. Tian et al., 2009). Persistently variable ripening classes would
include, then, fruits at different levels of phenolic maturity. The color of red wines is
influenced by anthocyanins and other phenolics (co-pigmentation). Anthocyanins
were highest in Lagging fruits’ skin, were able to distinguish Lagging from Advanced
berries, and were among the most variable group of metabolites in skin tissues.
Interestingly, developmental differences among the ripening classes were welldescribed by anthocyanins; being developmentally delayed and possibly having
passed into the period of pigment decline (Hilbert et al., 2015), respectively, GH and
RS fruits generally had lower anthocyanin levels, whereas the intermediate classes
(GS and PS) tended to exhibit higher pigment levels (Supplemental Figure 5).
Bautista-Ortin (2006) showed anthocyanin extraction was improved in later-harvested
fruits, even though they have lower pigment levels overall, to such a degree that slight
over-maturation of fruit is perhaps desirable for determining harvest times (BautistaOrtín et al., 2006); the developmental distance between the ripening classes may not
only impact the abundance of anthocyanins, but their extractability as well.
Proanthocyanidins make significant contributions to wine bitterness and
astringency in addition to their co-pigmentation activities. Kontoudakis et al. (2011)
showed that under-ripe berries will differ from high density counterparts in their
contribution of seed versus skin tannins, degree of polymerization, and resultant wine
quality. Proanthocyanidins and flavanols were among the most variable metabolites
in seeds, but only proanthocyanins were highest in and distinguished Lagging seeds
(Figure 2B, Supplemental Figure 6). Per their seeds’ proanthocyanidin content, pink
and red berries could be considered developmentally ahead of green fruits. Again,
however, changes in the seeds over time were not sufficient to define time points over
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this period. This result is consistent with Ristic and Iland (2005), who showed tannin
accumulation closely tied to fruit development and ripening, peaking at véraison and
declining in seeds as they dry, mature, and brown. Curiously, catechin accumulation
also peaks at véraison in seeds and skin and declines during ripening (Downey, et al.,
2003a; Kennedy et al., 2000; Ristic and Iland, 2005), though flavanols did not define
ripening groups in seeds as did the proanthocyanidins. Furthermore,
proanthocyanidins and flavanols were the least persistently variable in skin tissues;
the same trends in abundance (green > red) were not observed in skin even though
they are contextually relevant within that tissue.
Unlike anthocyanins and proanthocyanidins, hydroxycinnamic acids were
neither distinctive features of a ripening group, nor at remarkable levels of ICV. Upon
closer examination, no significant differences were observed among the ripening
classes for caftaric or coutaric acids in pulp, though their abundance did change over
time (Supplemental Figure 4). However, significant differences in gallic acid (a
hydroxybenzoic acid derivative) were observed among the ripening classes’ seeds,
with higher concentrations observed in pink and red fruits than in green fruits’ seeds.
This result is somewhat consistent with Tian et al. (2009), who showed higher levels
of gallic acid in must for later harvested fruits and is additional evidence that RS and
PS remained “ahead” of green fruits late in ripening.
Unlike other metabolite classes which provide evidence that fruits are
developmentally distinct, stilbenes did not define either of the ripening groups,
though many stilbenes showed relatively high levels of ICV in skin and changed in
ICV between at least one pair of time points in several tissues. High levels of
stilbenes are found in berry skin, with variability between cultivars (Sun et al., 2006),
can be induced to resist pathogens, and increase from véraison to harvest in Pinot noir
(Gatto et al., 2008). Sources of variation besides developmental differences may
contribute to the high ICV observed for stilbenes. Similarly, flavonols were not
effective markers of developmental differences, but did distinguish t1 from t3 fruit
overall, and were highly variable in a contextually relevant tissue—skin (Downey et
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al., 2003b).
If either uniformity or minimal heterogeneity is optimal, then when metabolites
of interest are at a desired level and uniformity across the cluster would be pertinent
to harvest decisions and identifying measurable biomarkers for this purpose would be
valuable. This, of course, is complicated by developmental inequalities within the
cluster that persist. An ideal marker would (1) have persistently low ICV such that
any berry, regardless of developmental stage, could be used as a representative
individual and (2) change over time so that a particular level of the marker might be
associated with low ICV for a set of metabolites of interest. Although sugars are
important in harvest decisions, those annotated here would be unsuitable markers by
this definition. The sugars in our metabolite library were the best indicators for
segregating ripening groups and several were indicative of their diversity, not of their
uniformity. Identifying such a marker would at least require a longer time scale, more
frequent sampling intervals than used in this study, thorough field testing, and would
benefit from expanding grape-specific metabolite libraries (Aretz and Meierhofer,
2016). This study contributes to the growing body of work and interest in uneven
ripening, its implications, and is pertinent to an ever-evolving paradigm in harvest
decision-making. To better understand heterogeneity within the cluster and its
impacts, future studies should continue to segregate variation associated with
inherently unequal “starting positions” as well as other factors, such as microclimate
and position in and of the cluster (Reshef et al., 2017).
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Figures and Tables
Interactive figures and supplemental files 1 and 2 can be found online:
http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fpls.2017.01108/full

Figure 1. Mean total soluble solids (A) and color index (B) for the four ripening
classes over time with standard error bars shown. Different letters indicate significant
differences at a single time point, Tukey HSD-test, p-value < 0.05.
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Figure 2. OPLS-DA analysis, by ripening group, of seed (A, B), skin (C), and pulp
(D). Score plot (A) shows separation of samples in analysis of seed. Hotelling's T2
Ellipse (95%) not shown, but samples outside ellipse denoted with asterisk. Samples
are distributed along a predictive component (x-axis) and orthogonal component (yaxis) and are colored per their ripening class: GH, green; GS, light green; PS, pink;
RS, red. S-plots (B, C, D) show the influence of metabolites on sample segregation.
Metabolites with high variable importance (VIP > 2) are indicated with a cross
symbol. Putative biomarkers are labeled. Interactive versions of B, C, and D are
provided in Supplemental File S2.
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Figure 3. OPLS-DA analysis, by time sampled, of skin (A, B), and pulp (C, D).
Score plots (A, C) show separation of samples. For skin, samples are distributed
along a predictive component (x-axis) and orthogonal component (y-axis). For pulp,
samples are distributed along the first two predictive components. Samples are
colored per their collection date: t1, black; t2, white; t3, grey. S-plots (B, D) show the
influence of metabolites on sample segregation. Metabolites with high variable
importance (VIP > 2) are indicated with a cross symbol. Putative biomarkers are
labeled. Interactive versions of B and D are provided in Supplemental File S2.
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional VIP scatterplot for proposing in-common biomarkers
across all three examined tissues. Pulp, x-axis; seed, y-axis; skin, z-axis. Metabolites
for which a VIP score >2 occurred in 2 tissues, square; in all tissues, cross; in only
one tissue, circle. An interactive version of this figure is provided in Supplemental
File S2.
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Figure 5. Changes in intra-cluster variance for seed (B), skin (C), and pulp (D)
between pairs of time points are shown. A schematic (A) illustrates how ICV changes
over time for metabolites, depending on their location within (B) through (D).
Metabolites are colored by metabolite class. Shape indicates the outcome of an F-test
for variance. No significant change between either pair of time points, circle;
significant change between either pair of time points, triangle; significant change
between both pairs of time points, cross. Significance threshold, p-value < 0.05.
Interactive versions of (B), (C), and (D) are provided in Supplemental File S2.
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Figure 6. The log10 magnitude of variances for metabolites with constant variance
(no significant change between pairs of time points) for seed (A), skin (B), and pulp
(C) tissues. Intra-cluster variances at t1, t2, and t3 are plotted on axes x, y, and z,
respectively. For plot inclusion, F-test for variance, p > 0.05 between both pairs of
time points for the metabolite. Interactive versions of these plots are provided in
Supplemental File S2.
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Tukey test comparison
outcome
Metabolite class
t1
t2
t3
Seed
Proanthocyanidin A
A
A
Amino Acid
A
A
A
Flavanol
A
A
A
Sugar
A
AB
AB
Organic acid
AB
ABC ABC
Flavonoid, other BC
BC
BC
Phenolic acid
BC
C
C
Flavonol
BC
C
C
Anthocyanidin
BC
C
C
Stilbene
C
C
C
Skin
Anthocyanidin
A
A
A
Flavonoid, other A
AB
A
Flavonol
A
AB
A
Phenolic acid
A
AB
A
Sugar
A
AB
B
Stilbene
A
B
B
Amino Acid
A
AB
A
Organic acid
AB
ABC A
Flavanol
B
C
A
Proanthocyanidin B
C
AB
Pulp
Sugar
A
A
A
Amino Acid
A
A
A
Organic acid
ABC ABC AB
Phenolic acid
B
B
B
Anthocyanidin
BCD BC
BC
Stilbene
CD
BC
BC
Flavanol
BCD CD
BCD
Flavonoid, other DE
BC
BCD
Flavonol
DE
CD
CD
Proanthocyanidin E
D
D

Mean log10(ICV) for
metabolite class
t1
t2
t3
5.52
5.36
5.33
5.03
4.06
3.04
2.94
2.57
2.35
2.11

5.43
5.3
5.58
5
3.8
3.32
3.14
2.34
1.98
2.26

5.31
5.15
5.41
4.53
3.97
3.25
3.13
2.4
2.31
2.15

6.21
5.79
5.77
5.66
5.33
5.3
5.17
4.49
3.57
3.4

6.55
5.74
5.83
5.64
5.8
5.23
5.85
4.93
3.86
3.59

5.65
5.51
5.44
5.14
3.42
3.63
6.07
5.36
5.57
4.6

5.8
5.55
4.44
4.21
3.47
3.1
3.04
2.66
2.6
1.76

5.62
6.14
4.37
4.2
3.76
3.44
2.6
3.18
2.67
1.49

5.65
6.23
4.59
3.92
3.42
3.35
2.88
2.82
2.67
1.63

Table 1. Tukey HSD tests comparing variances of metabolites classes within
individual sampling dates. In each metabolite class, only metabolites with persistent
variance (as in Figure 6) were included in comparisons. Groups that do not share
letters in common are significantly different, p-value < 0.05.
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Supplemental Figure 1. PCA bi-plot of all samples (p (corr)) and associated
loadings (metabolites, t (corr)), plotted using components 1 and 2.
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Supplemental Figure 2. Score plots from OPLS-DA analysis, by ripening group, of
skin (A), and pulp (B) which show separation of samples. Hotelling's T2 Ellipse
(95%) is not shown, but samples outside the ellipse are denoted with an asterisk.
Samples are distributed along a predictive component (x-axis) and orthogonal
component (y-axis) and are colored per their ripening class: GH, green; GS, light
green; PS, pink; RS, red.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Selected amino acid dynamics over the time course. Tukey
HSD tests were used to compare ripening classes at individual time points.
Significant differences between the ripening classes at single time points are denoted
with different letters, p-value < 0.05. For visual ease, the points may be shifted
slightly to the right. However, there are only three time points (t1, t2, t3) at which
measurements were taken.
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Chapter 4

Impact of Grapevine Leafroll associated Virus-3 on gene expression and small RNAs
during ripening

Amanda M Vondras, Satyanarayana Gouthu, Yuan Jiang, Robert Martin, Laurent G
Deluc

Parts of this chapter will be submitted for publication.
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Abstract
Given the range in severity of its effects on fruit and its global spread,
Grapevine Leafroll-associated Virus 3 (GLRaV3) is the most consequential virus that
affects grapevine. These results present a complex picture of the plant-pathogen
interaction in berries beginning with the physical interaction between the viral
genome and plant cellular machinery and ending with reduction in metabolites
characteristic of GLRaV3 infection. RNA-Seq and small RNA sequencing were used
to determine the impact of GLRaV3 on gene transcription, alternative splicing, coexpression, and the distribution of small RNAs during ripening to develop new
hypotheses regarding the central actors that underlie virus-induced changes in the
berry during ripening. Viral small RNAs were profiled, with most targeting sequences
associated with viral silencing suppressor proteins that typically impede plant
development by RNAi disruption. The most virus-induced changes were observed at
the ripening onset and declined towards harvest. The phenylpropanoid, abscisic acid,
and carotenoid biosynthethetic pathways were all downregulated, and lower
anthocyanin, flavonol, and chlorophyll content were observed. 105 candidate MIRNA
were annotated giving rise to 128 unique miRNAs, including 14 miRNAs with high
similarity to known miRNA families. Ten known miRNA sequences, 22 novel
miRNA sequences, and 134 additional small RNAs were differentially abundant.
1749 genes were differentially expressed and 776 evidenced differential exon use as a
result of GLRaV3. The inspection of both preserved and two non-preserved modules
of co-expressed genes revealed ordered and disordered responses, with genes
implicated in the complex cross-talk between hormone signaling and metabolic
pathways present in and between the pair of non-preserved modules. Similarly, many
genes with high DCeN scores (large proportional changes in their co-expression
neighborhoods) were associated with disease response, hormone signaling, and were
known targets of differentially abundant miRNA, implicating diverse regulatory
strategies in the mediation of disease response.
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Introduction
Grapevine Leafroll-associated virus 3 (GLRaV3) interferes with plant
metabolism during ripening. GLRaV3 is the most consequential virus affecting
grapevines. Infected plants often produce berries with poorer composition indicative
of reduced ripening (Alabi et al. 2016; Gutha et al. 2010; Lee and Martin, 2009;
Montero et al. 2015; Vega et al. 2011). It is a phloem-limited member of the
Ampelovirus genus within the Closteroviridae family, with a positive, singlestranded, RNA, monopartite genome composed of 13 ORFs (Maree, 2016). The
severity of symptoms varies with plant genotype and environment (Alabi et al. 2016).
Following infection, plant RNAi is induced which results in the production of viral
small interfering RNAs (vsiRNAs), a well-documented strategy with which the plant
attempts to attack the virus (Pantaleo et al. 2010; Velasco and Janssen, 2015).
However, viruses have evolved silencing suppressors that interfere with RNAi and,
consequentially, plant development (Chapman et al. 2004; Silhavy and Burgyan,
2004).
The response of plants to viruses in general involves a multitude of changes in
metabolism, gene expression, and gene regulation which interact with the ripening
program. Stress-induced changes in alternative splicing of mRNA transcripts are
increasingly documented (Seo et al. 2013; Vitulo et al. 2014), as are the roles of small
RNAs, microRNAs, hormone signaling, and complex crosstalk between pathways in
response (Alazem and Lin, 2014; Bester et al. 2016; Blanco-Ulate et al. 2017; Gao et
al. 2011; Gupta et al. 2017).
This study primarily used RNAseq and small RNA sequencing to describe the
changes in gene expression and co-expression, exon use and small / micro RNAs
induced by GLRaV3, as well as characterize the vsiRNA and small / micro RNA
landscape during ripening. In an effort to achieve improved resolution of the impacts
of disease on development, taking into account the developmental stage of a subject is
an important consideration. This is often overlooked within clusters of berries, even
though it is understood that berries ripen non-uniformly (Gouthu and Deluc, 2015;
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Gouthu et al. 2014; Lund et al. 2008; Vondras et al. 2016) and that grapevine virus
symptoms occur in a developmental stage-specific way. This study accounted for
developmental variation in studying the impact of GLRaV3 by classifying berries into
qualitatively distinct ripening classes (berries that had versus had not initiated
ripening) at véraison and sampling each class separately throughout ripening.
In addition to identifying metabolic pathways affected by the virus and
identifying 105 novel candidate MIRNAs expressed during ripening, co-expression
analyses revealed ordered and disordered responses. The majority of co-expression
modules identified by Weighted Gene Coexpression Network Analysis (WGCNA)
were well preserved in terms of their density and connectivity despite containing
differentially expressed and alternatively spliced genes and genes targeted by
differentially expressed small and micro RNAs (ordered responses). In contrast, two
WGCNA modules and, independently, numerous genes identified by Dynamically
Coexpressed Neighborhoods analysis (DCeN) change their connectivity patterns with
other genes (disordered responses). Many of these genes have been previously
implicated in hormone and metabolic pathway regulation and cross-talk,
predominantly the abscisic acid, salicylic acid, and RNAi pathways, implying that
disordered responses include a disease-specific induction of the communication
between these and other pathways.
Materials and Methods
Experimental design and sampling
This study was conducted in a commercial vineyard in McMinnville, Oregon
in 2012 and used own-rooted Pommard clones of Vitis vinifera L. cv Pinot noir under
a standard viticultural management regime. At véraison, defined here as when
approximately 50% of fruits within clusters had initiated ripening as evidenced by
their change in color, three qualitative ripening classes of fruits (Green, Pink, and
Red) were tagged non-invasively using differently colored strings. This tagging
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procedure was performed throughout 3 clusters from each of 5 GLRaV3 (+) and 5
GLRaV3 (-) plants. Berries representative of each ripening class were sampled from
each cluster at 4 time points: véraison (August 31, t1), véraison + 6 days (September
6, t2), véraison + 17 days (September 17, t3) and véraison + 31 days (October 1, t4).
After véraison, this includes two intermediate ripening stages (t2, t3) and
approximately harvest (t4). Samples were frozen immediately following their
collection.
Testing for GLRaV3 and other viruses
Plant leaves were sampled and tested for the presence of GLRaV3, 4, and 9,
using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) with testing kits from BioReba
according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Testing for Grapevine virus A, B, D, and
E, and Grapevine rupestris stem pitting associated virus were done by RT-PCR.
Plants that tested positive only for GLRaV3 or for none of the viruses were used in
this study. In addition, the presence of GLRaV3 in berries was verified post-sampling
(Figure 1) by preparing one µg of total RNAs for one-step QIAGEN RT-PCR
(QIAGEN, CA) and using random hexamers as primers in the reaction. A 148 basepair sequence encoding a GLRaV3 coat protein was amplified using a forward (5’TCTAGCGTACTTCACACCAAC-3’) primer and reverse primer
(5’GTTGAACAGATCCTACGTCGG-3). A 128 base-pair sequence for peptidylprolyl cis-trans isomerase arising from an oligo dT-based reverse transcription-PCR
reaction was amplified as a positive control using a forward (5’TCCACTCTTGCCTTTTTGCT-3’) primer and a reverse
(5’ACGGATCAAAGCCATTTCTG-3’). Both sets of primers were designed using
Primer3 (http://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3/).
Total soluble solids and fluorescence-based assessment of berry composition
Indices for Total Soluble Solids, anthocyanins, flavonols, and chlorophyll
were measured per berry. A SPER Scientific digital refractometer (Scottsdale, AZ,
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USA) was used to measure total soluble solids in units of degrees Brix (°Bx). The
Multiplex (Mx) 3 (FORCE-A, Orsay, France) is a fluorescence-based tool used to
measure fruit anthocyanins, flavonols, and chlorophyll. As previously described,
ANTH-RG describes the log10 ratio of far-red fluorescence excited at two
wavelengths, red (FRF-R) and green (FRF-G), and is inversely correlated to the
abundance of anthocyanin in its target. The Fluorescence Excitation Ratio
Anthocyanin Relative Index (FERARI) also describes anthocyanin content, is
calculated as the log10 (5000/FRF-R), and is positively correlated to anthocyanin
content (Bramley et al. 2011, Ghozlen et al. 2010). SFR-R is a fluorescence ratio
which increases with chlorophyll content and was calculated as far-red emission
(FRF) divided by red emission (FR) under red excitation (. Flavonol content is
positively correlated with the Mx FLAV index and also involves a fluorescence signal
under UV (FRF-UV). FLAV was calculated as log10 (FRF-R / FRF-UV) (Sytar et al.,
2015).
RNA extraction and next-generation sequencing
Total RNAs were extracted from 100 mg homogenized berry tissue (seeds
excluded) using the Qiagen RNeasy Plant Kit and following the manufacturer’s
protocol, though with slight modifications for the extraction of RNA from berry
tissues. Because of the high sugar and phenolic content of berries, Qiagen RLC buffer
(high molecular weight, 2% polyethylene glycol) with 0.2 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2)
and 1% β-mercaptoethanol was used as the initial lysis buffer as previously described.
For the preferential collection of small RNA (sRNA) (< 200 base-pairs) versus
messenger RNA (mRNA), 60% ethanol was used per the manufacturer’s
recommendation (miRNAeasy minikit, QIAGEN, CA). RNA purity, quantity, and
integrity were checked using a Thermoscientific NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer
and an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100.
The small and messenger RNA libraries were prepared using the Illumina
TruSeq Small RNA and Illumina TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library Prep Kits,
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respectively, according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Illumina, CA, USA).
Small RNA and mRNA libraries were prepared from 2 µg and 4 µg of RNAs,
respectively. For sequencing, the barcoded sRNA libraries were pooled into two
groups, each containing 24 libraries, and the barcoded mRNA libraries were pooled
into four groups, each containing 12 libraries. The sRNA and mRNA libraries were
sequenced at the Oregon State University Center for Genome Research and
Biocomputing on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencing platform in single-end, 50 and
100 base-pair reads, respectively. The sequencing results are provided as a
supplemental file.
Computational analysis of the small RNA sequencing data
Following sequencing, sRNA reads were aligned to the Vitis vinifera genome
PN40024 using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). Reads that imperfectly
aligned, were less than 18 nucleotides or greater than 26 nucleotides long, mapped to
greater than 20 locations on the genome, or aligned to structural RNAs including
rRNAs, tRNAs, snRNAs, and snoRNAs were excluded from further analyses. These
filtering steps have been described previously (Jeong et al. 2012).
Viral small RNA analysis
Viral small RNAs (vsiRNA) were analyzed by mapping small RNA
sequencing libraries to the GLRaV3 genome (gi|29366687|ref|NC_004667.1) using
Bowtie2. Then, the BAM files produced were processed by MISIS (Seguin et al.
2014) to visualize the dominance of different vsiRNA size classes and their
distribution across the GLRaV3 genome. The amounts of vsiRNA reads that aligned
to each position on the GLRaV3 genome were normalized per library to Reads Per
Million (RPM) in corresponding figures to identify consistent “hot-spots” that
produce vsiRNA:
!"# =
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Reads were also mapped to 29 grapevine virus genomes and viral sequences
to again rule out multi-virus infection. These viruses were: KP114220.1 Grapevine
virus F isolate V5, KF588015.1 Grapevine virus E isolate GFMG-1, NC_003602.1
Grapevine virus B, NC_003604.2 Grapevine virus A, NC_015784.2 Grapevine veinclearing virus, NC_021480.1 Grapevine satellite virus isolate AUD46129,
NC_022002.1 Grapevine red blotch-associated virus isolate CF214-1, NC_016509.1
Grapevine leafroll-associated virus 1, NC_011702.1 Grapevine leafroll-associated
virus 10, genomic RNA, NC_029783.1 Grapevine leafroll-associated virus 13
genomic RNA, isolate: a177, NC_016436.1 Grapevine leafroll-associated virus 7,
NC_016417.1 Grapevine leafroll-associated virus 6, NC_016081.1 Grapevine
leafroll-associated virus 5, NC_016416.1 Grapevine leafroll-associated virus 4,
NC_007448.1 Grapevine leafroll-associated virus 2 isolate 93/955, NC_031340.1
Grapevine geminivirus A isolate Tamar, NC_003347.1 Grapevine fleck virus,
NC_003203.1 Grapevine fanleaf virus satellite RNA, NC_019493.1 Grapevine
endophyte endornavirus, NC_015220.1 Grapevine berry inner necrosis virus,
NC_031692.1 Grapevine asteroid mosaic-associated virus isolate GV30,
NC_028473.1 Grapevine associated narnavirus-1 RdRp gene for RNA dependent
RNA polymerase, strain Ctg157; HAZ1-4, NC_012484.1 Grapevine Syrah Virus-1,
NC_030693.1 Grapevine Red Globe virus isolate Graciano-T101, NC_015782.1
Grapevine Pinot gris virus, NC_011535.1 Grapevine Algerian latent virus,
NC_003622.1 Grapevine chrome mosaic virus RNA 1, NC_017939.1 Grapevine
deformation virus RNA1, and NC_003615.1 Grapevine fanleaf virus RNA 1.
Annotation and target prediction of miRNA
Vitis vinifera miRNA sequences were retrieved from miRBase (version 21;
http://www.mirbase.org) and novel miRNA were predicted using a modified version
of miREAP (Jeong et al. 2012; Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones, 2013). Then, the
secondary structures of all candidates were manually evaluated using the UEA
hairpin folding tool (Kullan et al. 2015). For annotation as putative miRNAs,
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predicted hairpins and the distribution of reads across said hairpins were inspected for
adherence to features previously described (Jeong et al. 2012; Meyers et al. 2008).
These include high strand and abundance biases, a stem-loop structure prediction
containing few asymmetric bulges, and few mismatches within the stem structure or
between the predicted miRNA and miRNA*. Strand bias refers to the predominant
production of small RNAs from one arm of the stem-loop structure (sense / total >
0.9); abundance bias refers to the predominant production of few sequences from the
predicted stem-loop (sum of two most abundant sequences / total sequences from
stem loop >= 0.7). In addition, the stem-loop structures and mature miRNAs
predicted by miREAP were compared to those annotated for Vitis vinifera in
miRBase to identify known miRNA, putatively novel miRNA, and to add putatively
novel miRNA to existing miRNA families within the data. This included identifying
predicted precursors that substantially overlapped previously annotated precursors in
miRBase, determining whether the mature miREAP predictions and miRBase
annotations were the same for those precursors, and whether they were the most
abundant sequences aligning to predicted and annotated precursors. Ultimately,
sequences with at least 10 Transcripts Per 5 Million (TP5M), which corresponded to a
minimum of 94 raw reads, were annotated as novel miRNAs (Kullan et al. 2015).
Small RNA abundance analysis
Counts were generated for known and novel miRNA that passed the
previously listed filters and all other sRNA sequences. Because many previously
reported mature miRNAs have the same sequence, counts were generated for unique
sequences rather than assigning a fraction of mapped reads to all possible miRNA
identities with such sequences. DESeq2 (Love et al. 2014) was used to compare the
abundance of all the sRNAs in GLRaV3 (+) to GLRaV3 (-). The BenjaminiHochberg false discovery rate (FDR) correction was applied to account for multiple
statistical tests. Micro RNAs and other small RNAs with an adjusted p-value < 0.05
are reported as differentially abundant. The normalized counts (Variance Stabilizing
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Transformation (Love et al. 2014) generated by DESeq2 were used in all downstream
applications. The targets of putative and previously annotated miRNAs, as well as
other small RNAs of interest were predicted using psRNATarget with its default
settings (Dai and Zhao, 2011). Following the DESeq2 analysis, all differentially
abundant small RNAs were compared to the recently published miRVine expression
atlas (Kullan et al., 2015) to determine whether the small RNAs were identified
previously.
mRNA sequencing, data processing, and statistical analyses
Sequences were aligned to the Vitis vinifera genome PN40024 (Jaillon et al.,
2007) using Tophat2 (Kim et al., 2013). Gene counts were generated per gene using
HTSeq (Anders et al., 2014) and the V2 grape gene prediction (Vitulo et al., 2014).
Then, data normalization and differential expression were performed using DESeq2
(Love et al., 2014). The normalized counts (Variance Stabilized Transformation)
generated by DESeq2 were used in all downstream applications except the alternative
splicing analyses. To determine whether certain exons were preferentially used in
GLRaV3 (+) versus GLRaV3 (-) fruits, differential alternative splicing analysis was
performed using rMATS version 3.2.4.
Gene ontology, metabolic pathway, and preliminary co-expression analyses
Testing for overrepresented gene ontologies (GO) with the online PANTHER
Classification System version 1.11 was done to help identify themes in the data—
which types of genes and pathways were predominantly affected by GLRaV3. Genes
in the abscisic acid (ABA) biosynthesis and signaling, flavonoid, and carotenoid
biosynthetic pathways were retrieved from previous reports (Rattanakon et al., 2016;
Young et al., 2012).
Next, miRNAs and differentially expressed genes and small RNAs were
clustered using Order Preserving Triclustering (OPTricluster), which was developed
specifically for the analysis of 3D (sample-treatment-time), short time-series gene
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expression experiments (Tchagang et al., 2008). When the expression of two or more
genes are correlated over time or across samples, those genes are considered “coexpressed” and are often functionally related. The OPTricluster approach clusters
genes and permits the comparison of clusters between treatments, including the
dispersal of genes into new clusters given an experimental treatment. This tool was
used to identify clusters of genes and small RNAs with preserved and perturbed
behaviors in GLRaV3 (-) versus GLRaV3 (+) berries. The migration of genes into
new clusters in GLRaV3 (+) berries were visualized using Circos online (Krzywinski
et al., 2009).
Network analyses
Weighted Gene Co-Expression Analysis (WGCNA) and Dynamically Coexpressed Neighorhoods (DCeN) are two distinct methods for building and
comparing co-expression networks. We utilized both methods to (1) determine which
modules of genes in the network were and were not conserved (WGCNA) and (2)
around which genes the largest proportional neighborhood changes occur (DCeN) due
to GLRaV3 (Elo and Schwikowski, 2013; Langfelder and Horvath, 2008). WGCNA
was deployed in a manner similar to that previously described (Ignacio Requelme
Medina, 2017). In summary, this included building two different networks- one from
GLRaV3 (+) and one from GLRaV3 (-) samples, identifying conserved and nonconserved modules of genes (WGCNA names modules using different colors),
examining network topology features using the R packages Igraph and HiveR
(Hanson, 2016; Nepusz and Csárdi, 2006), and performing pathway enrichment
analysis on those modules. Next, the aforementioned analyses (small RNA,
differential expression, and differential alternative splicing) were integrated into the
WGCNA-derived network to determine whether certain regulatory strategies might
be implicated in network changes. Unlike our implementation of DCeN, which
retained the segregation of Green from Red groups of fruits, a large number of
samples is highly recommended for the construction of robust networks by WGCNA
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and therefore these ripening groups were combined. Co-expression networks were
visualized using Hive Plots (Krzywinski et al., 2012). Unlike other visualization
strategies, Hives arrange nodes (genes) on a series of traditional axes. The visual
elements of Hives (node and edge color, size, position along axes) have been
customized to reflect valuable network elements and biologically meaningful
categories. The coordinate system of Hives ensure that visual differences directly
reflect differences in underlying data. Axes can also be duplicated to compare
relationships between nodes on a single axis and relationships between nodes on two
different axes.
Results
GLRaV-3 infection associated changes in polyphenols and chlorophyll
Measures of total soluble solids (TSS) and non-destructive assessments of
anthocyanin, flavonol and chlorophyll content showed some significant effects of the
virus on berry composition over the ripening phase (Figure 2). No significant
differences in TSS were observed between GLRaV3 (+) and GLRaV3 (-) overall
(Figure 2A) though previous reports show decreases of varying severity in TSS for
GLRaV3 (+) (Cabaleiro et al., 1999; Lider et al., 1975; Vega et al., 2011).
GLRaV3 (+) fruits had significantly lower levels of anthocyanins (FERRARI,
Anth-RG) than GLRaV3 (-) at t2 and t3 (Figure 2B,C). Anthocyanins increase during
ripening and their production can be enhanced by stress (Castellarin et al., 2007).
However, consistent with our observations, GLRaV3 infection has the opposite effect
on fruit anthocyanin content (Vega et al., 2011).
Flavonols (FLAV) were significantly lower in GLRaV3 (+) at véraison
(Figure 2D). Flavonols accumulate in leaves and, within berries, accumulate in skin
(Downey et al., 2003; Gutha et al., 2010). For leaves, total flavonols are elevated in
GLRaV3 (+) (Gutha et al., 2010). Like Vega et al. (2011), we observed a decline in
berry flavonols from véraison towards ripeness. However, there were significantly
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lower flavonol levels in GLRaV3 (+) at véraison according to the FLAV index, the
opposite of that observed by Vega et al. (2011) at véraison. This result is instead
consistent with the Vega et al. (2011) observation at ripeness.
Chlorophyll content (SFR-R) was significantly higher in GLRaV3 (+) after
véraison (Figure 2E). Chlorophyll concentration declines in berries as they ripen
(Downey et al., 2004). Although a reduction of chlorophyll has been previously
reported in GLRaV3 (+) leaves, we are unaware of similar measurements in berries.
This chlorophyll and anthocyanin data are consistent with the relative reduction in
ripening progression observed for GLRaV3 fruits in previous reports on the effect of
the virus on berries (Guidoni et al., 2000; Gutha et al., 2010). Given the differences in
chlorophyll amount previously reported in leaves (less chlorophyll overall for
GLRaV3 (+), it seems unlikely that this result in berries implies greater accumulation
of chlorophyll in berries; rather, the effect of the virus might involve a slower decline
in berry chlorophyll during ripening. The lack of significant effects of GLRaV3 on
TSS are not entirely surprising; previous reports on the severity of TSS reduction do
vary. This non-significant change may reflect differences in the severity of infection,
cultivar, climate, or other factors. The trends in TSS, anthocyanins, flavonols, and
chlorophyll were also preserved when berry classes were treated separately (Figure
2F).
Next-generation sequencing
The results of the small and messenger RNA sequencing are available as a
supplementary file. For the messenger RNA libraries, the mean and median number
of reads for all sequenced libraries was ~15.2 and ~13.6 million reads, respectively,
and across the libraries the number of reads ranged from ~5.3 to ~41.3 million reads.
After sequencing the small RNA libraries, the mean and median number of reads for
all sequenced libraries was ~6.2 million reads, and across the libraries the number of
reads ranged from ~1 million to ~12.6 million reads. The mean and median overall
rate of mapping by Tophat of messenger RNA sequencing reads to the grape genome
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were 76% and 77%, respectively. Similarly, the mean and median overall rate of
mapping of small RNA reads to the grape genome by Bowtie were 75%.
vsiRNA observed in GLRaV-3 (+) plants
The alignments of small RNA sequencing reads from all libraries to the 29,
non-GLRaV3, viral genomes and from the GLRaV3 (-) libraries to the GLRaV3
genome were unsubstantial. For 23/24 GLRaV3 (-) libraries, the mean alignment rate
to GLRaV3 was 0.01% (a total of 2,364 reads across 23 GLRaV3 (-) libraries). For
one GLRaV3 (-) library, the overall alignment rate was 0.37% (10,089 reads), or ~
1

4 the median (44,065) and ~

1

5 the mean (52,720) number of reads that aligned to

the GLRaV3 genome from GLRaV3 (+) libraries. For all of the libraries sequenced,
the sum of reads mapping the all other 29 viruses combined was 3,016 or an average
of 60 reads per library. In all of the above instances, the read alignments were
sufficiently sparse to rule out that the plants were infected with any of the additional
29 viruses checked or that the plants designated GLRaV3 (-) were infected with
GLRaV3.
In contrast, 1.26% - 3.87% (1,265,290 reads across 24 GLRaV3 (+) libraries)
of small RNA reads from GLRaV3 (+) plant libraries aligned to the GLRaV3 genome
in a manner consistent with the production of viral small RNA (vsiRNA) via RNAi
anti-viral defense. The reads that did align were predominantly 21 and 22 nucleotides
long (Figure 3A), characteristic of double-stranded RNA cleavage by Dicer-like
proteins, DCL4 and DCL2 (Pantaleo et al., 2010b). More specifically, between 73%
and 87% of vsiRNA were 21 nucleotides long, and between 9% and 18% were 22
nucleotides long (Figure 3A). A 5’ base bias has been investigated previously and is
expected because of the preferential loading of vsRNA with 5’ U into AGO1 (Thieme
et al., 2012). The 5’ position of all vsiRNA sequences was dominated by U and A,
with significantly higher percentages of vsiRNA beginning with these bases (Figure
3B). However, this trend is less obvious examining unique sequences only, where
only C is disfavored in the 5’ position (Figure 3B). Across the GLRaV3 (+) libraries,
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54.7% of reads aligned with a positive polarity and 45.3% aligned with a negative
polarity.
The distribution pattern across the GLRaV3 (+) libraries includes several
hotspots from which small RNAs are derived and these locations are largely
consistent across libraries (Figure 3C). The most abundant vsiRNA sequences were
realigned to GLRaV3 using BLASTn (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) (Altschul et
al., 1990) and also compared to recently published annotations of the GLRaV3
genome (Alabi et al., 2012; Maree et al., 2013a). These results are summarized in
Table 1. Like others, we observed vsiRNAs originating preferentially from certain
locations (Pantaleo et al., 2010a). Interestingly, the most abundant vsiRNA identified
corresponds to the viral silencing suppressor machinery.
miRNA annotation
An overview of the size distribution of sRNAs following sequencing revealed
an enrichment of 21- and 24-nucleotide-long sequences indicative of Dicer-like
(DCL) cleavage and the production of siRNAs and miRNAs (Figure 4). Interestingly,
the fraction of 24-nucleotide sequences declined across all libraries from véraison to
harvest (Figure 4). In Green and Red berries, the mean percentage of 24-nucleotide
sequences was significantly higher at véraison and t2 than at t3 and t4 (Tukey HSD,
p-value < 0.05). This was true in both ripening classes and in GLRaV3 (-) and
GLRaV3 (+). For only Green berries at véraison, the mean percentage of 24nucleotide sequences was significantly higher in GLRaV3 (+) than GLRaV3 (-)
(Tukey HSD, p-value < 0.05). This suggests that the ripening process includes
programmatic shifts in the production of certain classes of small RNAs, just as
ripening includes characteristic patterns in gene expression and the accumulation of
metabolites and hormones (Coombe, 1960; Coombe and McCarthy, 2000; Palumbo et
al., 2014; Sweetman et al., 2012; Ziliotto et al., 2012), and that GLRaV3 might affect
this transition.
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Following miRNA gene prediction by miREAP, proposed miRNAs were
compared to miRBase to identify known miRNA precursors that were captured by
miREAP. An overview of the strand and abundance biases was assessed for known
and putative MIRNAs. Abundance and strand biases refer to the preferential
production of few, specific sequences from predominantly one arm of a miRNA
precursor (Meyers et al., 2008). In instances where miRNAs annotated in miRBase
were found in our libraries but were not predicted by miREAP, their precursors were
assessed as well. Both ratios are shown in Figure 5 for candidate and previously
annotated miRNAs. There were 29 distinct precursors annotated in miRBase for
which mature sequences in the data were identified but were not predicted by
miREAP; 14/29 passed the strand and abundance bias filters. Ninety-nine precursors
annotated in miRBase were highly similar to those predicted by miREAP; 57/99
passed the strand and abundance bias filters. Of the additional 2,566 miRNAproducing precursors predicted by miREAP, 803 passed the strand and abundance
bias filters.
Although database annotations ought to be taken with a grain of salt (Taylor et
al., 2017), this seemingly low adherence (55.5%) of annotated miRNA genes to
annotation criteria may be partially attributable to uncertainty regarding from which
loci mature miRNA sequences in the data arise given that distinct precursors can give
rise to identical mature sequences. For instance, a mature sequence identical to vvimiR169a, c, and w was found in the data. The annotated parents of these miRNAs are
MI0006521, MI0006523, and MI0007948, and derive from chromosomes 11, 4, and
14, respectively. Having found a mature miRNA that could have arisen from any of
the three loci is not indicative of expression from all three; this uncertainty may result
in some of these precursors’ apparent failure to exceed the abundance and strand bias
thresholds but perhaps does not necessarily condemn them as false miRNA.
Furthermore, there is evidence that the expression of viral silencing suppressors
results in an increase in the abundance of miRNA* sequences (Chapman et al. 2004).
If this occurred here, high abundances of sequences aligning to both arms of miRNA
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precursor sequences could result in a failure to exceed the strand bias threshold and
potentially real MIRNA would be missed or excluded from subsequent analyses. Any
newly predicted miRNA needed to pass these thresholds for consideration. After the
above filters, 314 unique known plus putative miRNA sequences remained,
corresponding to 166 candidates and 128 previously annotated MIRNAs in miRBase.
Of the 128 known MIRNA represented in the data, 29 were annotated having
not been predicted by miREAP; rather, these were included in the assessment pipeline
because of the presence of their mature sequence in the data.
Ninety-nine MIRNA predicted by miREAP were highly similar to ones
annotated in miRBase and could accommodate both the annotated and miREAPpredicted miRNAs. The expected mature sequence was found in the data for 86 / 99
precursors, corresponding to 96 / 131 total or 47 / 79 unique, expected miRNA
sequences. Eighty-six (of 96 in the data) miRNA sequences were the same as those
predicted by miREAP; 69 / 86 were the most abundant sequences aligning to their
precursor, 7 / 86 were the second-most abundant sequence, and 10 sequences were
not the most or second-most abundant sequences aligning to their precursor.
Ten of 96 previously annotated miRNA were not predicted as the mature
miRNA coming from the annotated precursor. Of these ten, two were the secondmost abundant sequence aligning to its precursor, but a miREAP-predicted miRNA
was always most abundant. These miREAP-predicted miRNAs were often highly
similar to the anticipated miRNA annotated in miRBase: 1 was shifted +1 base-pair, 2
were one base-pair shorter, 2 were one base-pair longer, 1 was two base-pairs longer,
and 1 was three base-pairs longer. Because of their similarity to previously annotated
mature miRNA, the suffix “-N” has been added to such sequences as the convention
within this manuscript and are as follows: vvi-miR3633b-5p-N, vvi-miR319bcg-N,
vvi-miR396b-N, vvi-miR166a-N, vvi-miR3623-3p-N, vvi-miR2111-3p-N, vvimiR167a-N. Three putative mature miRNAs had no resemblance to the expected
miRNA.
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There were 12 instances (of 99 known precursors predicted by miREAP) in
which a previously annotated precursor was identified, but the expected miRNA was
not present in the data. Eleven of the miRNAs predicted by miREAP from these
precursors were highly similar to the expected miRNA; 3 were shifted 3 base-pairs, 2
were 1 or 2 base-pairs longer, and 6 were 1 or two base-pairs shorter. These miRNAs
have been annotated as vvi-miR159a-N, vvi-miR159b-N, vvi-miR319bcg-N, vvimiR172d-N, vvi-miR171e-N, vvi-miR171h-N, vvi-miR160a-N, vvi-miR160b-N, vvimiR169r-N, vvi-miR169u-N, and vvi-miR171b-N. One miRNA bore no resemblance
to that expected. In all cases, the miRNAs predicted by miREAP were the most
abundant within the range of the precursor.
There were also sequences corresponding with up to 34 mature miRNAs (31
unique sequences) from possibly 29 precursors found in the data that were not
predicted by miREAP. For 19 / 34, the expected miRNA was the most abundant
sequence aligning to the precursor annotated in miRBase; 3 / 34 were the secondmost abundant. In instances when the expected miRNA was the second-most
abundant (3), the most abundant sequence was shifted 3 (2 / 3) or 4 (1 / 3) base-pairs
(vvi-miR169a-N, vvi-miR3637-5p-N, vvi-miR398a-N).
In other cases, when the expected miRNA was neither the most nor the
second-most abundant sequence (7), relative to the expected miRNA, the most
abundant sequences were shifted one to four base-pairs (1 each), one base-pair shorter
(2), or shifted 2 base-pairs plus longer 2 base-pairs (1): vvi-miR3630-3p-N, vvimiR169x-N, vvi-miR319bcg-N, vvi-miR3639-5p-N, vvi-miR3628-3p-N, vvimiR169c-N, vvi-miR3629a-5p-N.
Following the annotation to this point, all identical sequences were aggregated
and normalized using DESeq2 (Bester et al., 2016). Given that distinct annotated
MIRNA can give rise to identical mature sequences, this strategy was employed to
reflect uncertainty regarding the locus of origin, rather than assigning a fraction of
reads to each possible locus. Apart from this, an abundance threshold was applied to
qualify the confidence in the annotation of novel miRNA; the range in abundance for
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numbers of known and novel unique miRNA sequences are shown in Table 2.
Sequences with at least a sum of 94 raw reads across all libraries (10 transcripts per 5
million, TP5M), were finally annotated as novel miRNA. There was one exception; a
single putative miRNA with only 8 raw reads across all libraries that was
differentially abundant is included in the final annotation. Ultimately, 105 novel
MIRNAs that give rise to 174 miRNAs (128 unique sequences) were annotated. Of
the 28 miRNA variants (23 unique sequences) detected, only 14 (12 unique
sequences) exceeded the 10TP5M threshold and were annotated: vvi-miR166a-N, vvimiR167a-N, vvi-miR169x-N, vvi-miR171b-N, vvi-miR172d-N, vvi-miR2111-3p-N,
vvi-miR319bcg-N, vvi-miR3623-3p-N, vvi-miR3630-3p-N, vvi-miR3633b-5p-N, vvimiR3639-5p-N, and vvi-miR396b-N. There was one exception; vvi-miR2111-3p-N
had only 62 corresponding reads, but because its precursor was identified by miREAP
and its corresponding -5p sequence (vvi-miR2111-5p) had 6,644 corresponding reads,
it has been included here. The annotation and secondary structures of novel MIRNAs
are provided as a supplemental file.
Differential abundance analysis and target prediction of miRNAs and sRNAs
We identified 134 differentially abundant sRNAs in GLRaV3 (+) versus
GLRaV3 (-) fruits (list provided among the supplemental files). Most differentially
abundant sRNAs were observed at véraison (104 sequences) for green berries
followed by t4 for green (9 sequences) and red (13 sequences). Differentially
abundant small RNA sequences were compared to the recently published, grape small
RNA atlas, miRVine (Kullan et al., 2015). All but three of these sequences were
found in the atlas lending confidence to their legitimacy as real small RNAs. Not only
were 98% of the small RNAs previously identified, but their relative abundances in
berries reported in miRVine were well preserved between this data and the atlas (R2 =
0.69, Figure 6A). The sequences of these differentially abundant small RNAs and
their predicted targets are provided as a supplemental file. Potential targets were
identified for 52 of the differentially abundant small RNAs. Eleven targets were
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proteins of unknown function. The majority of potential targets belonged functional
categories associated with primary metabolism, were transcription factors, or
transport-related proteins. Eight of the targets included R-proteins and/or genes
related to stress: Responsive to dehydration 22 RD22 (VIT_204s0008g04050,
VIT_204s0008g04020), Cyclic nucleotide-binding transporter 1
(VIT_217s0053g00950), Rab GTPase E1B, RabE1B (VIT_214s0066g00220), Rprotein MLA10 (VIT_213s0019g00380, VIT_213s0139g00010,
VIT_213s0139g00030); Salt overly sensitive 2 SOS2 (VIT_206s0004g07830). RD22,
specifically, has been implicated previously in plant response to GLRaV3 infection
and is a strong indicator of abscisic acid-mediated response to GLRaV3 and abiotic
stress (Matus et al., 2014).
Thirteen unique sequences that correspond to up to 10 known miRNAs and 22
novel miRNAs were also differentially abundant (Figure 6B), with the most
occurrences at t4 in Red berries (10 sequences). The known differentially abundant
sequences include vvi-miR156fgi, vvi-miR 2111-5p, vvi-miR319e, vvi-miR3623-3p
and -5p, vvi-miR3627-3p, and vvi-miR398bc; targets were only predicted for vvimiR156fgi, vvi-miR3623-3p and -5p, vvi-miR319e. Vvi-miR398bc miR156 were also
reported differentially expressed in Bester et al. (2017) and Alabi et al. (2012). Two
of the novel, differentially abundant, miRNAs were sequences highly similar to
known sequences- vvi-171b-N and vvi-miR319bcg-N; putative targets were found for
both of these and two of the four other novel miRNA sequences that were
differentially abundant. Vvi-miR171b-N was one of three miRNA differentially
expressed at véraison (the other two were novel) and its predicted target was the same
as the known target of vvi-miR171b, scarecrow-like transcription factor 6 SCL6.
SCL6 is a negative regulator of chlorophyll biosynthesis (Ma et al., 2014). The 24
unique target genes predicted for these differentially abundant miRNAs were
overwhelmingly transcription factors (16/24) in the myeloblastosis MYB (1), GRAS
(3), squamosa binding SBP (10), and SET-domain containing polycomb-group PCG
(1) families. Two targets were functionally related to terpenoid biosynthesis
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(strictosidine synthase; VIT_13s0074g00070 and VIT_13s0074g00080), one to
carbohydrate metabolism (lactoylglutathione lyase; VIT_11s0016g05010), and the
remaining to cell growth and death, cytoskeleton organization, nucleotide
metabolism, and G-protein signaling.
Lactoylglutathione lyase is one of the two main enzymes that participate in
methylglyoxal (MG) detoxification (Hoque et al., 2016). MG is the most abundant
toxic aldehyde produced in response to abiotic stress and can act as a signaling
molecule; it causes alterations in metabolic behavior and can kill plants (Hoque et al.,
2016). As a signaling molecule, MG regulates stress-response genes in abscisic aciddependent pathways; it also induces stomatal closure and increases the abundance of
reactive oxygen species (ROS), which cause oxidative stress in plants. In detoxifying
MG, lactoylglutathione lyase helps prevent these negative effects. Oddly, vvimiR319e was significantly less abundant at T4 in GLRaV3 (+), while vvi-miRbcg-N
was significantly more abundant at T4 in GLRaV3 (+); both potentially target
lactoylglutathione lyase. We are unaware of previous work showing the participation
of miRNA in lactoylglutathione lyase / MG pathway regulation, but this is an
interesting finding worth exploring more deeply.
The differentially abundant miRNA and their potential targets are presented in
Table 3. Like the other sRNA targets identified, 30.5% of the predicted targets of
other highly abundant miRNA (131 total unique targets) were transcription factors,
13% associated with primary and central metabolism, 11% associated with auxin and
ethylene signaling or are protein kinases, and 5% are R genes; these targets are listed
in a supplemental file.
Next, all annotated miRNAs and the sRNAs that were differentially abundant
were clustered using OPTricluster to define the behavior of sRNAs during ripening
and the effects of the virus on those behaviors (Figure 7). Green and Red berries were
clustered separately. The mean pattern of small RNAs in each cluster during ripening
and the same small RNAs in GLRaV3 (+) are shown in Figure 7. For Green berries
(Figure 7A), clusters A-E included 40, 12, 16, 25, and 19 sRNAs, respectively. For
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Red berries (Figure 7B), clusters A-G included 39, 27, 19, 21, 14, 13, and 13 sRNAs,
respectively. Although additional clusters were identified (data not shown), those
presented in Figure 7 are clusters that “break” in GLRaV3 (+) plants- as a result of
infection. Overall, genes in those clusters demonstrate that GLRaV3 can induce
marked departures in both the behaviors and relative abundance levels of shown in
GLRaV3 (-) fruits.
Finally, the correlation between target gene expression and differentially
abundant sRNAs and miRNAs plus highly abundant miRNAs were tested. However,
it is worth noting that it is unclear whether mRNA abundances captured by RNAseq
must be correlated with their micro or small RNA regulator; cleavage occurs in the
cytoplasm following polyadenylation. Therefore, cleaved mRNAs with poly (A)
might be captured and sequenced in RNAseq libraries.
The abundance/expression of thirteen target-smallRNA/miRNA pairs (of 192
possible pairs) were closely correlated, capturing several with known functional
relationships (Figure 8). Notably, vvi-miR156fgi was negatively correlated with
nearly all of its predicted targets, in particular, the squamosa binding protein-like
(SPL) genes. SPL genes play a role in the transition of plants from vegetative to
reproductive growth and are mediated by miR156; overexpression of miR156b leads
to abnormal fruit development (Xu et al., 2016). This miRNA-target relationship is
observed in tomato fruits during ovary and early fruit development (Silva et al.,
2014). Vvi-miR396b was also correlated with its predicted target and previously
annotated target, growth-regulating factor 4 (GRF4). In A. thaliana, the GRF family
of transcription factors regulate cell proliferation in leaves (Debernardi et al., 2012).
In tomato, the induction of miR396a and b are associated with larger fruits (Cao et al.,
2016). Furthermore, ath-miR396 has been previously implicated in the mediation of
fungal pathogen-induced immune responses (Soto-Suárez et al., 2017). Of these two
miRNA, only vvi-miR156fgi was differentially abundant. Subsequent work should
test the functional roles of these miRNAs during ripening and in response to GLRaV3
in grape.
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Differential gene expression
An overview of the messenger RNA libraries is shown by PCA in Figure 9.
Libraries tended to group together per their sampling time and ripening class, with
libraries from adjacent time points closer together than non-adjacent times and with
Green and Red berries distinct from one another at each time. Overall, the libraries
from GLRaV3 (-) versus GLRaV3 (+) berries appeared most clearly segregated at
véraison, but less so at the other samplings during the ripening period (Figure 9).
However, for both Green (Figure 10A) and Red (Figure 10B) berries, the largest
number of differentially expressed genes was observed one week after véraison.
There was very little overlap in which genes were differentially expressed at each
time when comparing from GLRaV3 (-) to GLRaV3 (+) berries (Figure 10), with the
virus impacting distinct sets of genes over the ripening period.
Differentially expressed genes were clustered using OPTricluster and the
preservation of each cluster was assessed. Although more clusters were identified
than are presented, Figures 11A and 11B show the clusters that contain genes with
behavior that significantly diverges (OPTricluster cluster divergence, p < 0.05) in
GLRaV3 (+) from that observed in healthy plants. In some instances, the departure of
genes from their typical behavioral arc is more striking than others. Many of the
genes that were classified in a particular cluster in GLRaV3 (-) were reassigned to
different clusters in GLRaV3 (+) by OPTricluster. This is visualized in Figures 11C
and 11D. In other words, many genes become more or less co-expressed as a result of
GLRaV3.
There were overrepresented gene ontology classifications among the
differentially expressed genes (PANTHER binomial test for overrepresentation pvalue < 0.05), including genes related to abiotic stimulus response (24 genes),
chromatin reorganization (24 genes), intracellular signal transduction (37 genes),
primary metabolism (448 genes), and protein modification (86 genes), among other
groups. Also overrepresented were genes with hydrolase (180 genes), catalytic (561
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genes), transferase (193 genes), or kinase activity (91 genes) that localized at
thylakoids (13 genes), plastids (19 genes), the cytoplasm (186 genes), or the cell
membrane (116 genes).
To better contextualize the impact of GLRaV3 on plant metabolism,
differentially expressed genes were initially submitted to VitisCyc 3.18 to identify the
metabolite pathways most affected, then finally placed in curated pathways
previously described (Rattanakon et al., 2016; Young et al., 2012). Genes belonging
to the carotenoid, abscisic acid (ABA), and flavonoid biosynthetic pathways and the
ABA signaling pathway were differentially expressed. With the exception of PP2C9
at véraison in Green berries, all other genes were downregulated at one or more time
points in Green and/or Red berries (Figure 12). In grapes, the ripening onset involves
an increase in carotenoid-derived abscisic acid (ABA), a ripening promoter (Koyama
et al., 2010; Wheeler et al., 2009). Abscisic acid (ABA) is also a hormone that
responds to stress (Deluc et al., 2009).
The crucial gene that catalyzes the likely rate-limiting step in ABA
biosynthesis, 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase (NCED) was downregulated in
green and red berries (Figure 12B). Likewise, the same NCED was downregulated in
Red blotch virus-infected berries and this was associated with lower accumulation of
ABA (Blanco-Ulate et al., 2017a). Depressed NCED is consistent with relatively
inhibited ripening previously reported for GLRaV3 (+) vines. Changes in the ABAtangent pathways or that are downstream targets of ABA signaling may be central
players in the ripening-associated disease phenotype in grape.
This includes the flavonoid biosynthetic pathway, which produces
enologically important secondary metabolites. Flavonoids are found in grape skins
and determine the color of wines directly and via co-pigmentation (Cagnasso et al.,
2008; DOWNEY et al., 2003). Anthocyanins (a type of flavonoid) typically decline in
berries as a result of GLRaV3 infection (Lee and Martin, 2009; Vega et al., 2011).
The opposite was observed previously in infected leaves, with genes in the flavonoid
biosynthetic pathway upregulated (Gutha et al., 2010); this coincides with the
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accumulation of anthocyanins in leaves and their red color as stress responses
(anthocyanins are radical scavengers of stress-induced ROS). In this study of berries,
steps in the flavonoid pathway were downregulated (Figure 12D), consistent with
Multiplex measurements of anthocyanin and flavonol content (Figure 1 B, C, D).
Concomitantly, changes in core ABA signaling were observed (Figure 12C).
PYR/PYL/RCAR act as ABA receptors that negatively regulate PP2C, which in turn
negatively regulates SnRK2. Autophosphorylated, SnRK2 then phosphorylates other
transcription factors and the ABA signal is transduced. PP2C9, the second protein in
the signaling cascade following receptor binding changed in expression, and
downstream ABA-responsive elements were downregulated by GLRaV3. Together,
these results implicate ABA in the mediation of GLRaV3 stress response.
Alternative splicing analysis
In addition to the expression levels and behaviors of genes, the composition of
transcripts was also of interest, given that alternative splicing is a major contributor to
protein diversity (Kazan, 2003; Vitulo et al., 2014). Few of the genes that were
differentially expressed in GLRaV3 (+) at any time, in either ripening class, during
ripening were also differentially alternatively spliced (DAS), though substantial
numbers of both were observed. Of the 1749 unique genes differentially expressed
and 776 DAS, only 75 were both differentially expressed and DAS. Several gene
ontology categories including cellular protein modification processes (47), protein
metabolism (100), RNA (66) and nucleobase-containing compound metabolism (99),
and various other cellular processes (235) were overrepresented (PANTHER
binomial test for overrepresentation p-value < 0.05) among the DAS genes. Also
overrepresented were genes with helicase, phosphatase, protein and nucleic acidbinding, and kinase activities. Some of the largest groups of unique DAS genes
consisted of transcription factors (72) and are involved protein-folding (59),
nucleotide metabolism (58), carbohydrate metabolism (37), lipid metabolism (22),
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stress response (18), ABA signaling (4), and other hormone signaling pathways
including auxin, brassinosteroid, ethylene, and jasmonate (11).
DAS events were categorized depending on the nature of the change in region
usage (Shen et al., 2014). These categories include retained introns (RI), alternative 5’
splice-sites (A5SS), alternative 3’ splice-sites (A3SS), skipped exons (SE), and
mutually exclusive exons (MXE). The distribution of Inclusion Level Differences
(ILD) for each category in GLRaV3 (-) versus GLRaV3 (+) is shown in Figure 13A.
Positive ILDs indicates that the DAS region of a gene is included less virus-infected
samples, whereas negative ILDs indicates that the region in question is included more
often in virus-infected samples. Like the genes that were differentially expressed,
DAS genes were often unique to particular times during ripening in both ripening
classes and with little overlap. Similarly, most DAS genes were observed at véraison
(t1) for Red berries and (t2) for Green berries. This may reflect the developmental lag
between ripening groups. Further inquiry is required to validate the DAS events and
determine whether the alternatively spliced regions result in meaningful changes to
protein function and to what end (s).
Network Analysis, WGCNA
The connectivity and preservation within the modules of genes defined by
WGCNA and the relationships between module eigengenes can be explored to gain
insight into higher-order transcriptome organization and to identify how disease
affects this architecture. The WGCNA workflow includes the computation of several
statistics which summarize the preservation of modules between networks
(Langfelder et al., 2011). These include, but are not limited to, the preservation of
module density, module connectivity, and overall module preservation. Module
density describes whether module nodes (genes) are highly connected, whereas
module connectivity describes the pattern of connections between nodes. The Zdensity
and Zconnectivity scores describe whether both are preserved between network modules,
and the Zsummary statistic is an average of Zdensity and Zconnectivity. Z statistics < 10
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indicate no evidence of preservation between the modules being compared
(Langfelder et al., 2011).
Nineteen consensus modules (each named using different colors) of coexpressed genes were identified in GLRaV3 (-) and (+) (Figure 14). Several of these
modules contained overrepresented gene ontologies, specifically the Ivory (regulation
of translation, 17 genes; RNA and nucleic acid binding, 20 genes), Light Cyan 1
(chromatin organization, 7 genes), Sienna3 (protein targeting, 6 genes; organelle
organization, 14 genes; vesicle-mediated transport, 10 genes; translation initiation
factor activity 10 genes), and White (cytoskeleton protein binding, 5 genes) modules.
Nine of the modules contained genes that mapped to singular or tangentially
connected metabolic pathways in VitisCyc, specifically the phenylpropanoid,
anthocyanin, and other flavonoid pathways (Pink, Salmon, Thistle 2, and Light Steel
Blue1 modules), cytokinin degradation (Saddle Brown module), suberin biosynthesis
(Pink module), linalool biosynthesis (Thistle 2) and hydroxycinnamic acid tyramine
amides biosynthesis (Tan module) pathways.
Figures 14B and E show the correlation between module eigengenes (MEs),
with redder squares indicating increasingly positive correlations and bluer squares
indicating increasingly negative correlations between MEs. Overall, the relationships
between MEs were well preserved, with the exception of the relationship between the
Light Steel Blue 1 and Salmon 4 modules (Figure 14 B, D, E). Interestingly, the four
modules with genes mapping to the phenylpropanoid and downstream pathways were
not all positively correlated (Figure 14 B, E). Further experiment is required to
validate which, if any, of these modules correspond to the accumulation of these
metabolites, and whether the segregation of genes into different modules is associated
with documented positive versus negative regulation of the pathway (s).
Figure 14 D shows the change in ME relationships, with whiter squares
indicating the largest change in correlation between MEs. All the modules were
preserved in terms of their density; genes within each module remained highly
connected (Table 4). However, the connectivity patterns within some of the modules
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was substantially altered in GLRaV3 (+), specifically the Light Steel Blue 1, Salmon
4, Floral White, and Ivory modules (Table 4).
Both modules with high and low connectivity preservation can be biologically
interesting. For instance, high percentages of genes in the Thistle 2 and Dark Red
modules were differentially expressed (19.8% and 16.7% of genes in the module,
3.6% and 2.3% of all differentially expressed genes, respectively). Those two
modules were highly preserved, but contained the highest percentages of
differentially expressed genes of all modules (Table 4, Figure 15). In contrast, neither
the Light Steel Blue 1 nor Salmon 4 module contained any differentially expressed
genes, but were modules with the poorest connectivity preservation. 4.8% and 8% of
the Ivory and Floral White modules (also with poor connectivity preservation) were
differentially expressed (0.2% and 0.3% of all differentially expressed genes). This
suggests a combination of possible scenarios occurring within and between
modules— (1) infection results in the collective “turning up or down” of gene
expression for groups of genes while maintaining co-expression, (2) infection has no
effect on either expression level or co-expression, and/or (3) the co-expression of
genes is disrupted such that genes either incidentally or functionally re-associate with
new pathways or groups of genes as a result of stress.
The third (3) possibility was explored further by examining the relationships
between and within the Light Steel Blue 1 and Salmon 4 modules, as well as
comparing the maintenance of hubs in these versus relatively preserved modules
(Figure 16). Figure 16 shows the kME of genes relative to their assigned module.
Module membership (kME) describes the correlation between any gene and any
module eigengene (ME, first principal component of any module). Genes with high
kME in a module tend to be highly connected “hubs” in that module and comparing
the kME of genes provides a quantitative measure of the preservation of connectivity
patterns between network modules. The lack of preservation within the Light Steel
Blue 1 and Salmon 4 modules is reflected in the change in kME for genes within each
module (Figure 15 A, B). In contrast, the kMEs of genes in the Light Cyan 1 and
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White modules are well preserved between GLRaV3 (-) and GLRaV3 (+) (Figure 15
A, B).
In the Light Steel Blue 1 module, MYB142 (VIT_217s0000g06410) remained
among the highest kME genes in the module, whereas linalool synthase, b-carotene
15,15'-monooxygenase, and high affinity K+ transporter 5 (HAK5) lost their status
among the highest ranking kME genes in the module (VIT_200s0572g00010,
VIT_204s0008g03480, VIT_207s0104g01660). Another copy of HAK5 also lost its
high kME rank in the Salmon 4 module, along with an LRR receptor-like serine
threonine protein kinase RPP27, and AP2 Ethylene-responsive transcription factor
“leafy petiole” (VIT_209s0096g01010, VIT_214s0068g00860). Among the preserved
high kME genes in Salmon 4 were an Auxin responsive SAUR protein and (-)germacrene D synthase.
MYB transcription factors are key regulators in the phenylpropanoid and
anthocyanin biosynthetic pathways and are transcriptional activators in abscisic acid
(ABA) signaling (Abe et al., 2003). Linalool synthase and beta-carotene 15,15'monooxygenase participate in the terpenoid biosynthetic pathway; both ABA and
terpenoids are derived from carotenoids.
Both HAK5 and phenylpropanoid pathway genes have been linked via their
co-expression with and response to transcription factor WRKY26. Importantly, HAK
proteins are Potassium (K+) transporters that modulate plants’ response to water
stress (Osakabe et al., 2013), as do ABA (Rossdeutsch et al., 2016) and
methylglyoxal (Hoque et al., 2016).
SAUR (small auxin up RNA) proteins are involved in the crosstalk between
the auxin and ethylene hormone signaling pathways. SAURs are upregulated by auxin
and in A. thaliana, SAUR76 and SAUR78 co-immunoprecipitate with the ethylene
receptor, ETR2; their overexpression decreases ethylene sensitivity (Li et al., 2015).
Next, the connections between the Light Steel Blue 1 and Salmon 4 modules
were explored because the relationship between these MEs was least preserved
between networks. Which nodes and edges connect the modules and how do these
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relationships change in GLRaV3 (+) (Figure 17)? The networks were visualized as
Hive plots—nodes in each module were placed on separate, duplicate axes and
ordered by their kME. Nodes were sized and colored by their “betweenness
centrality” and edges (arcs) were sized and colored by the correlation between nodes
(Figure 17 A, B) or edge betweenness (Figure 17 C, D). The betweenness of nodes
and edges is the number of geodesic distances between any two other nodes that
contain the node or edge (Toubiana et al., 2013). GLRaV3 (-) infection is associated
with a loss of connectivity between the two modules (Figures 14D and 17 A, B). Few
edges emanating from low kME genes in Light Steel Blue 1 were the shortest paths
that “link” the two modules (high edge betweenness); these few edges were severed
in GLRaV3 (+). In GLRaV3 (+), the betweenness of these nodes increased
substantially (Figure 17), but became more highly connected with edges within Light
Steel Blue 1 (Figure 17). b-glucosidase 3 (BG3, Node 17, VIT_214s0006g01790), the
“detonator of plant defense”, in Light Steel Blue 1 was the low kME gene with the
highest edge betweenness that link to Salmon 4 in GLRaV3 (-) (Figure 17).
Network analysis, DCeN
Dynamically Co-expressed Neighborhoods (DCeN) calculates the
proportional change in the neighborhood around single genes and is specifically
adapted to compare gene-gene correlations across time-series experiments. Genes
with high DCeN scores tend to have relatively large regulatory effects (Elo and
Schwikowski, 2013). DCeN scores were not uniformly distributed; few genes
received exceptionally high scores which reflect massive proportional changes in
their associated neighborhoods (Figure 18). There was only mild overlap in the scores
received for genes in Green and Red berries (data not shown). Intuitively, if the
effects of GLRaV3 are developmental-stage specific and given that the ripening
classes are developmentally distinct, co-expression patterns and the effect of the virus
upon those patterns would differ between them. 1,038 and 1,343 genes received
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DCeN scores of 0.80 or better (count excludes genes of unknown function) after
analysis of the Green and Red berry datasets, respectively.
Several genes with relatively high DCeN scores (in both Green and Red, >
0.5) were DAS (70 genes), targets of differentially abundant miRNAs (15 known, 7
new unique miRNA targeting 34 genes) or targets of differentially abundant small
RNAs (8 unique sequences targeting 8 genes). Among the genes targeted by micro or
small RNAs, there was only one instance where both the target and small/microRNA
was differentially expressed (VIT_206s0009g03740, serine-glyoxylate
aminotransferase). However, several other contextually interesting targets were
among the high DCeN genes including scarecrow transcription factor 6 (SCL6)
(VIT_202s0154g00400), squamosa promoter-binding protein 2 SPL2
(VIT_211s0065g00170), and R proteins MLA10 and PRF (VIT_213s0019g00380,
VIT_213s0139g00030, VIT_213s0067g00750, VIT_213s0067g00790). Likewise,
Basic helix-loop-helix protein SPATULA and two GNAT acetyltransferases
(VIT_212s0057g00440, VIT_207s0141g00140) were DAS genes with large changes
in their co-expressed neighborhoods.
Because these results and earlier reports indicate that the largest effects of the
virus during ripening occur close to the ripening onset, the subsequent exploration of
these genes focused on the Green berry DCeN dataset. Among these genes, 31% of
high score genes were transcription factors, while 9% participate in hormone
biosynthesis and signaling pathways (MAPK, ABA, auxin, brassinosteroid, ethylene,
jasmonate, gibberellin, and cytokinin), or are members of the phenylpropanoid or
terpenoid biosynthetic pathways. Among the highest scoring genes included R genes
PRF, L6, and MLA10 (VIT_205s0102g00940, VIT_209s0002g04910,
VIT_200s0455g00050,VIT_205s0102g00870, VIT_215s0107g00290,
VIT_205s0029g00750, VIT_205s0029g00780, VIT_218s0041g01570,
VIT_218s0089g00450, VIT_212s0034g00850, VIT_211s0052g00270,
VIT_217s0000g03070, VIT_213s0067g03590, VIT_203s0038g01620, DCeN range
0.88 – 0.94), stilbene synthase (VIT_216s0100g00920, VIT_210s0042g00860, DCeN
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0.94), WRKY51, 65, and 75 (VIT_207s0031g01710, VIT_212s0028g01690,
VIT_214s0068g01770, DCeN = 0.97, 0.91, 0.94), histone H2B1
(VIT_206s0004g04230, DCeN = 0.97), and splicing factors SC35, YT521-B, 3B, and
45 (VIT_213s0156g00010, VIT_202s0025g04760, VIT_215s0107g00230,
VIT_210s0003g04720, DCeN = 0.91, 0.83, 0.82, 0.82). The complete list of DCeN
scores are provided in a supplemental file. These results indicate that some of the
largest changes in co-expression involve genes with important functional roles in
ripening, chromatin organization, transcription, and response to stress. These genes
may be key actors in the plant’s response to GLRaV3.
Discussion
The most numerous changes induced by GLRaV3 in gene expression,
alternative splicing, and small/microRNAs occurred at véraison and these effects
often differed between ripening groups. These results highlight that the plant’s
response to GLRaV3 is time-of-development-specific and that, when possible, studies
of developmental processes ought to take into account the variation in developmental
positions of their subjects. However, these results are largely consistent with those
previously reported, having observed the downregulation of the phenylpropanoid
pathway and reduced anthocyanins, adjacent metabolic pathways, and some of their
products. Flavonoids function in plant defense, though curiously their reduction in
berries is a trademark of viral infection (Blanco-Ulate et al., 2017b; Lee and Martin,
2009; Mierziak et al., 2014; Vega et al., 2011). However, there is a gap in knowledge
of which biochemical pathways essentially manage upstream GLRaV3 and plant
virus defense responses (RNAi and R-gene mediated responses) and how these
signals are transmitted to other pathways (Mandadi and Scholthof, 2013; Moon and
Park, 2016).
The physical interaction between the virus and plant cellular machinery, what
has been described as a “molecular arms race” (Ding and Voinnet, 2007; Masuta and
Shimura, 2013), was confirmed by identifying and profiling vsiRNAs. VsiRNAs are
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proposed to be derived from double-stranded replicate intermediates of, or from
structured areas within, the viral genome. Several key regions were the sources of
vsiRNAs including the HSP70h/90h and CPm regions, which facilitate cell-to-cell
movement, and p19.7/20/21, which are key determinants of pathogenicity and are
suppressors of host RNAi (Maree et al., 2013b). Suppressors p19 and p21 interfere
with plant development and RNAi by binding miRNA/miRNA* duplexes and
preventing their unwinding; this is associated with developmental defects and an
accumulation of mRNA, specifically SCL6 (Chapman et al., 2004). SCL6 is the target
of miR171b; here, highly similar vvi-miR171b-N was differentially abundant.
Evidence of this ongoing battle was also found in co-expression analyses. R
genes PRF, L6, and MLA10 had high DCeN scores, though were not necessarily
differentially expressed. MLA10 is the potentially targeted by differentially expressed
small RNAs (sRNA-8542, sRNA-30369). Changes in some signaling pathways have
been characterized as hypersensitive responses (HR) mediated by R genes. Although
plant and viral small RNAs have been profiled previously, no R genes have been
linked to GLRaV3 response. Further examination is required to appreciate the
specific implications in R gene co-expression, as they are currently unclear and to test
whether MLA10 is regulated by sRNAs.
“By opening the ‘black box’ that generates co-expression modules, it is
possible to identify novel molecular mechanisms that are relevant to disease.” Some
modules were associated with metabolic pathways affected by GLRaV3. This
supports claims that co-expression network analyses can generate functionally related
cohorts of genes. However, additional experiments are necessary to validate
implicated genes and modules’ roles in orchestrating grapevine’s response to
GLRaV3 and explaining subsequent symptoms, particularly when the relationships
between genes in modules are unclear.
Among the possible responses downstream of R genes and RNAi, ordered and
disordered responses were observed. Further inquiry is necessary to understand the
mechanisms that distinguish ordered versus disordered responses to GLRaV3 and
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how the two are linked. Differentially expressed genes, those targeted by small
RNAs, and DAS genes were found throughout well-preserved co-expression modules
(ordered responses). Disordered responses were defined as changes in co-expression
within modules or neighborhoods and ordered responses were defined as changes in
expression level among genes in a module that do not result in the decoupling of their
co-expression patterns. The genes identified as members of disordered modules have
been previously implicated in the crosstalk between metabolite biosynthetic pathways
and hormone signaling pathways, suggesting that disease response involves a
complex, disease-specific re-ordering of pathway communication.
Vvi-miR156 was implicated in ordered responses to GLRaV3. The expression
of PAP1 (GenBank accession AF325123), a member of the MYB family, increases
the production of products of the phenylpropanoid and terpenoid biosynthetic
pathways in rose (Zvi et al., 2012). The phenylpropanoid/flavonoid and terpenoid
pathways are linked via their regulation by SPL9 (Gou et al., 2012; Gupta et al.,
2017), which is the target of differentially expressed (down-regulated) miR156. The
accumulation of flavonols versus anthocyanins and the expression of terpene
synthases is mediated by SPL9; increased SPL9 activity interferes with transcriptional
activation by MYB-bHLH-WD41 by preventing its interaction with PAP1 (Gou et al.,
2012). BlastP was used to identify the PAP1 homolog in grape; top hits MYBA1,
MYBA6, and MYBA7 (VIT_202s0033g00410, VIT_214s0006g01290,
VIT_214s0006g01280) (Wong et al., 2016) were all in well-preserved modules of
genes and MYBA1 was differentially expressed. This regulatory framework involving
miR156 may be an important component in determining the GLRaV3 phenotype;
further experiment is necessary to test this hypothesis.
Several pathway members were highlighted among the disordered responses.
WRKY transcription factors are known for their involvement in biotic and abiotic
stress responses (Gao et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2012; Jiang and Deyholos, 2008; Zheng
et al., 2006). The roles of jasmonic acid (JA), salicylic acid (SA) and ethylene in plant
defense are well documented. WRKY transcription factors mediate JA, SA, and ABA
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defense responses (Gao et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2015). WRKY51 (high DCeN score)
specifically manages the SA-directed repression of JA-mediated signaling in A.
thaliana which enables plants to tailor their responses to specific types of pathogens
(Gao et al., 2011). Alongside RNAi, SA signaling can prevent systemic movement of
Cucumber mosaic virus and the inhibition of SA signaling increases plant
susceptibility to infection (Alazem and Lin, 2014).
Two modules of genes were identified within which the connectivity between
genes was not preserved. The change in co-expression patterns induced within and
between the Light Steel Blue 1 and Salmon 4 modules suggest that plant defense
responses involve a diverse array of hormone-signaling pathways and probably crosstalk between them. There are substantial gaps in knowledge that link the auxin, ABA,
ethylene, SA, and other hormone signaling pathways; this is an area of exceptional
interest to plant biologists, particularly as it relates to plant stress and fruit ripening.
Finally, the severed link between the two non-preserved modules of genes was
BG3. b-glucosidases have been described as “detonators of plant chemical defense”
for their involvement in activating defense chemicals and phytohormones (Morant et
al., 2008). BG activity increases under cold, drought, and Botrytis cinerea stress, and
the overexpression of VvBG1 in strawberry increases the abundance of ABA and
promotes ripening (Jia et al., 2016) presumably because it frees ABA from its
glycosyl ester conjugate via hydrolysis (Sun et al., 2015). b-glucosidases activate SA
similarly in tobacco. BG expression in grapevine is developmental-stage specific,
with VvBG1 increasing concomitantly with ABA, and with VvBG3 steadily
decreasing during ripening (Jia et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2012).
This study identified several pathways affected by GLRaV3, including
members implicated in the cross-talk between, most notably, the RNAi, flavonoid,
carotenoid, ABA, and SA pathways. These “guilt by association” observations
provide some basis for pursuing further experiments to understand the cross-talk
between these and other pathways, and the implications of their co-expression or loss
of co-expression under GLRaV3 infection.
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Figure 1. The presence of GLRaV3 genomic RNA in grape berries. This agarose gel
shows the presence of PCR products amplified after 28 cycles from berries sampled
at véraison. Lane 1: 1kb DNA ladder. Lane 2: Positive control, peptidyl prolyl
cis/trans isomerase (VIT_06s0004g06610) amplicon. Lane 3: Negative control,
GLRaV3 specific PCR primers to amplify coat protein, no template. Lanes 4-6:
GLRaV3(+) berry samples, GLRaV3 specific PCR primers to amplify coat protein.
Lanes 7-9: GLRaV3(-) berry samples, GLRaV3 specific PCR primers to amplify coat
protein.
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Figure 2. Measurement of the (A) total soluble solids (TSS), (B, C) anthocyanins,
(D) flavonols, and (E) chlorophyll contents by refractometer and Multiplex
fluorescence during ripening and in GLRaV3(-) versus GLRaV3(+) berries. Asterisk
(*) indicates significant differences between groups (Tukey HSD p-value < 0.05). (F)
shows the same parameters per ripening class. Solid lines, GLRaV3(-); Dotted lines,
GLRaV3(+).
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Figure 2 (continued)

Figure 2. Measurement of the (A) total soluble solids (TSS), (B, C) anthocyanins,
(D) flavonols, and (E) chlorophyll contents by refractometer and Multiplex
fluorescence during ripening and in GLRaV3(-) versus GLRaV3(+) berries. Asterisk
(*) indicates significant differences between groups (Tukey HSD p-value < 0.05). (F)
shows the same parameters per ripening class. Solid lines, GLRaV3(-); Dotted lines,
GLRaV3(+).
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Figure 3. Profiling viral small interfering RNAs (vsiRNAs) from GLRaV3 infected
berries. (A) The distribution of vsiRNA sizes. Standard error range: 0.01% - 0.7% (B)
The average percent of sequences (averaged across GLRaV3(+) small RNA
sequencing libraries) with each nucleotide in the 5’ position. Standard error shown.
(C) The average reads aligned to each position along the GLRaV3 genome. Positive
and negative sense strand alignments are shown. Data points at positions where RPM
= 0 are not shown. Standard error shown. Dotted red line corresponds to the 99th
percentile.
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Figure 4. The size distributions of unique small RNAs that align to the grape
genome. (A) GLRaV3(-), Green berries (B) GLRaV3(-), Red berries (C) GLRaV3(+),
Green berries (D) GLRaV3(+), Red berries. Different letters or numbers indicate
significant differences, Tukey HSD p-value < 0.05. Mean and standard error of the
mean shown.
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Figure 5. The strand and abundance biases of (A) known vvi-MIRNAs and (B)
candidate miRNAs predicted by miREAP. miRNAs that passed this filtering step are
blue.
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A

Figure 6. An overview of small RNAs in fruit during ripening (A) The preservation
of small RNA abundance in this study versus the previously published miRVine small
RNA atlas. (B) Heatmap of differentially abundant miRNAs during ripening. Redder
squares, more abundant in GLRaV3(+); Bluer squares, more abundant in GLRaV3(-).
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Figure 6 (Continued)

B

Figure 6. An overview of small RNAs in fruit during ripening (A) The preservation
of small RNA abundance in this study versus the previously published miRVine small
RNA atlas. (B) Heatmap of differentially abundant miRNAs during ripening. Redder
squares, more abundant in GLRaV3(+); Bluer squares, more abundant in GLRaV3(-).
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Figure 7. OPTricluster of differentially abundant small RNAs in (A) Green berries
and (B) Red berries. Solid lines, mean abundance of small RNAs in GLRaV3(-);
Dotted lines, mean abundance of the same small RNAs in GLRaV3(+).
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Figure 8. Correlation between differentially abundant miRNAs and predicted targets.
Key, Pair, Target annotation, R2, Correlation coefficient. 1. vvi-miR156fgiVIT_201s0010g03710, Squamosa promoter-binding protein 2 (SPL2), 0.61, -0.78; 2.
sRNA-32882-VIT_211s0016g04590, ABC transporter G-family pleiotropic drug
resistance 12 (PDR12), 0.45, -0.67; 3. vvi-miR396b-VIT_208s0007g03760, Growthregulating factor 4, 0.36, -0.60; 4. xxx-m5572-5p-VIT_205s0020g04860, Zinc
knuckle, 0.41, -0.64; 5. vvi-miR156fgi-VIT_201s0011g00130, Squamosa promoterbinding protein 6 (SPL6), 0.42, -0.65; 6. vvi-miR156fgi-VIT_206s0004g00940,
Carbamoyl-phosphate synthase, large subunit, 0.36, -0.60; 7. vvi-miR156fgiVIT_210s0003g00050, Squamosa promoter-binding protein 3 (SPL3), 0.47, -0.68; 8.
vvi-miR156fgi-VIT_212s0028g03350, Squamosa promoter- binding protein 4
(SPL4), 0.29, -0.54; 9. vvi-miR156fgi-VIT_217s0000g05020, Squamosa promoterbinding protein 6 (SPL6), 0.19, -0.43; 10. vvi-miR156fgi-VIT_217s0000g05210,
Longifolia 1 (LNG1), 0.60, -0.78; 11. vvi-miR156fgi-VIT_208s0007g06270,
Squamosa promoter-binding protein 9 (SPL9), 0.35, -0.59; 12. xxx-m5572-3pVIT_200s0337g00010, Salt tolerance protein 2, 0.51, -0.71; 13. xxx-m5572-3pVIT_201s0127g00670, Proline extensin-like receptor kinase 1 (PERK1), 0.42, -0.65.
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Figure 9. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of RNAseq libraries. Circles,
GLRaV3(-); Crosses, GLRaV3(+).
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A

B

Figure 10. Venn diagrams of differentially expressed genes (GLRaV3(-) vs.
GLRaV3(+)) at each time point during ripening. (A) Green berries. (B) Red berries.
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Figure 11. OPTricluster of differentially expressed genes in (A) Green berries and
(B) Red berries. Solid lines, mean abundance of small RNAs in GLRaV3(-); Dotted
lines, mean abundance of the same small RNAs in GLRaV3(+). (C) The change in
cluster membership for genes in Green and (D) Red berries. The left half of the circle,
GLRaV3(-) clusters; The right half of the circle, GLRaV3(+) clusters.
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Figure 11 (continued)

C

Figure 11. OPTricluster of differentially expressed genes in (A) Green berries and
(B) Red berries. Solid lines, mean abundance of small RNAs in GLRaV3(-); Dotted
lines, mean abundance of the same small RNAs in GLRaV3(+). (C) The change in
cluster membership for genes in Green and (D) Red berries. The left half of the circle,
GLRaV3(-) clusters; The right half of the circle, GLRaV3(+) clusters.
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Figure 11 (continued)

D

Figure 11. OPTricluster of differentially expressed genes in (A) Green berries and
(B) Red berries. Solid lines, mean abundance of small RNAs in GLRaV3(-); Dotted
lines, mean abundance of the same small RNAs in GLRaV3(+). (C) The change in
cluster membership for genes in Green and (D) Red berries. The left half of the circle,
GLRaV3(-) clusters; The right half of the circle, GLRaV3(+) clusters.
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Lutein 5,6-epoxide

VDE1, VDE2

Figure 12. Differentially expressed genes within metabolic pathways. Plotted genes
exhibit differential expression for at least one time-point in either Green or Red
berries. Redder squares, higher expression in GLRaV3(+); Bluer squares, lower
expression in GLRaV3(+). Metabolic pathways: (A) carotenoid biosynthesis, PSY =
phytoene synthase, LUT = carotene hydroxylase, VDE = violaxanthin de-epoxidase.
(B) abscisic acid biosynthesis, NCED = 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase. (C)
abscisic acid signaling pathway, PYR/PYL/RCAR = pyrabactin resistance/PYRlike/regulatory components of ABA receptor, PP2C= protein phosphatase 2C, SnRK
= sucrose non-fermenting 1-related protein kinase, AREB/ABF = ABA-responsive
element binding protein / ABRE binding factor, ABRE = abscisic acid responsive
element. (D) flavonoid biosynthesis.
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Figure 12. Differentially expressed genes within metabolic pathways. Plotted genes
exhibit differential expression for at least one time-point in either Green or Red
berries. Redder squares, higher expression in GLRaV3(+); Bluer squares, lower
expression in GLRaV3(+). Metabolic pathways: (A) carotenoid biosynthesis, PSY =
phytoene synthase, LUT = carotene hydroxylase, VDE = violaxanthin de-epoxidase.
(B) abscisic acid biosynthesis, NCED = 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase. (C)
abscisic acid signaling pathway, PYR/PYL/RCAR = pyrabactin resistance/PYRlike/regulatory components of ABA receptor, PP2C= protein phosphatase 2C, SnRK
= sucrose non-fermenting 1-related protein kinase, AREB/ABF = ABA-responsive
element binding protein / ABRE binding factor, ABRE = abscisic acid responsive
element. (D) flavonoid biosynthesis.
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Figure 12. Differentially expressed genes within metabolic pathways. Plotted genes
exhibit differential expression for at least one time-point in either Green or Red
berries. Redder squares, higher expression in GLRaV3(+); Bluer squares, lower
expression in GLRaV3(+). Metabolic pathways: (A) carotenoid biosynthesis, PSY =
phytoene synthase, LUT = carotene hydroxylase, VDE = violaxanthin de-epoxidase.
(B) abscisic acid biosynthesis, NCED = 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase. (C)
abscisic acid signaling pathway, PYR/PYL/RCAR = pyrabactin resistance/PYRlike/regulatory components of ABA receptor, PP2C= protein phosphatase 2C, SnRK
= sucrose non-fermenting 1-related protein kinase, AREB/ABF = ABA-responsive
element binding protein / ABRE binding factor, ABRE = abscisic acid responsive
element. (D) flavonoid biosynthesis.
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Figure 12. Differentially expressed genes within metabolic pathways. Plotted genes
exhibit differential expression for at least one time-point in either Green or Red
berries. Redder squares, higher expression in GLRaV3(+); Bluer squares, lower
expression in GLRaV3(+). Metabolic pathways: (A) carotenoid biosynthesis, PSY =
phytoene synthase, LUT = carotene hydroxylase, VDE = violaxanthin de-epoxidase.
(B) abscisic acid biosynthesis, NCED = 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase. (C)
abscisic acid signaling pathway, PYR/PYL/RCAR = pyrabactin resistance/PYRlike/regulatory components of ABA receptor, PP2C= protein phosphatase 2C, SnRK
= sucrose non-fermenting 1-related protein kinase, AREB/ABF = ABA-responsive
element binding protein / ABRE binding factor, ABRE = abscisic acid responsive
element. (D) flavonoid biosynthesis.
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A

B

C

Figure 13. Overview of differential alternative splicing (DAS) in GLRaV3(-) versus
GLRaV3(+) berries. (A) The distribution in severity of significant DAS events by
type. MXE, mutually exclusive exons; A5SS and A3SS, alternative 5’ and 3’ splice
sites, respectively; SE, skipped exon. The number of DAS genes at each time-point in
(B) Green and (C) Red berries.
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Figure 14. Network preservation overview (A) Clustering dendograms of module
eigengenes of GLRaV3(-) (left) and GLRaV3(+) networks. (B) Heatmap of module
eigengene adjacencies in GLRaV3(-) network. (C) Preservation of each module
eigengene. Overall preservation D = 0.92 (D) Module eigengene correlation
preservation. Lighter squares reflect weaker preservation of module eigengene
correlation between networks. (E) Heatmap of module eigengene adjacencies in
GLRaV3(-) network. In (B) and (E), each column and row corresponds to a module
eigengene. Redder squares ~ higher adjacency (positive correlation); Bluer squares ~
lower adjacency (negative correlation).
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Figure 15. The distribution of differentially expressed genes in WGCNA modules.
Number of genes in each module versus the percent of each module that is
differentially expressed. Bubbles are sized by the fraction of all differentially
expressed genes in the module (range, 0.17% to 45.7%). The Salmon 4 and Light
Steel Blue 1 modules are not shown, as each contains zero differentially expressed
genes.
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Figure 16. Module membership. kME GLRaV3(-) versus kME GLRaV3(+). Each
point is one gene within the (A) Salmon 4, (B) Light Steel Blue 1, (C) Light Cyan 1,
and (D) White modules.
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Figure 17. Legend on next page.
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Figure 17. Coexpression between and within the Light Steel Blue 1 and Salmon 4
modules. (A, C) GLRaV3(-), (B, D) GLRaV3(+). (A, B) Darker and larger edges
have higher correlation. (C, D) Darker and larger edges have high edge
betweennness. Edge weights vary between graphs. Nodes 1-17 (Light Steel Blue 1)
are duplicated on the –x axis. Nodes 18-27 (Salmon 4) are duplicated on the +x axis.
The duplication of axes enables within-module and between-module observations.
Axis position is fixed in all graphs and reflects kME (module membership of gene)
among the genes on the axis in the GLRaV3(-) network. Lowest kME genes are
placed closest to the center of the graphs (zero). Node size and color vary between
graphs. Darker and larger nodes have higher betweenness centrality. Node identities:
1. MYB142 2. Linalool synthase 3. High affinity K+ transporter 5, HAK5 4. CYP82C4
5. Dirigent protein, pDIR7 6. b-carotene 15,15'-monooxygenase 7. Zinc finger WD40
repeat protein 1, ZFWD1 8. C3HC4-type RING finger 9. MADS-box AGAMOUS-like
15 10. Lateral organ boundaries protein 11, LOB11 11. DELLA protein RGL2 12.
Cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase 13. C2H2-type zinc finger 14. ARR2 type-B
response regulator 15. Quinolizidine alkaloid O-tigloyltransferase 16. Late
embryogenesis abundant protein 17. b-glucosidase 3 BG318. Resistance to
Peronospora parasitica 27, RPP27 19. NAC domain-containing protein 42 20. High
affinity K+ transporter 5, HAK5 21. Heat shock transcription factor, A6B 22. (-)Germacrene D synthase 23. Glutathione S-transferase 25, GSTU25 24. Late
embryogenesis abundant group 14 protein 25. F-box family protein 26. Auxin
responsive SAUR protein 27. AP2 Ethylene-responsive transcription factor Leafy
petiole.
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Figure 18. The distribution of DCeN scores.
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Strand

Genome
position

Most abundant sequence

BLASTn

Alabi 2012

Maree 2013

+

17016

TTGACAGTATAGACTCCGCCT

p19.7

P20

P21 /P20-A

+

12691

TGCCCGGAGATCGCCGAGAAG

*

HSP90h

HSP70h

+

7332

TTGGTTGGACAAAAGGGCACC

RdRp

MET/HEL/
RdRp

HEL

+

9559

TACGTAGGTTACTTTGGCGCT

*

Unclear

POL

+

1883

TAGTCGAGAATCGCAGAACTG

*

MET/HEL

L-Pro

+

4346

CCCAGAAAGCGTCGTCGGTGA

*

MET/HEL

MET

-

15662

AGGCGTAAAGGTTCGGAGACG

HSP90 /
CP

CPd

CPm

-

1378

AGGAGGTCTATTCATCGGTCG

*

MET/HEL

L-Pro

-

15547

GAGGTTCACTCCGTACTGCTT

CPd

CPd

CPm

Table 1. Most abundant vsiRNA sequences and their corresponding protein, where
available. Comparisons to Alabi 2012 and Maree 2013 are approximate, given
diversity in GLRaV3 isolates vary in length and annotations can vary. In some
instances, BLASTn did not identify a specific protein alignment even though the
sequence aligned fully to several GLRaV3 isolates; when this occurred, it is denoted
“*” in the table. In one instance, a highly abundant vsiRNA did not clearly
correspond to an annotated gene, so its reference position is designated “Unclear”.
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Total reads

Known

Novel

<=10

19

53

10 - 93

24

116

94 – 999

25

27

1000 – 9,999

18

12

10,000 – 99,999

10

3

>100,000, <=1,000,000

2

2

>1,000,000

3

0

Table 2. The total raw reads across all 48 small RNA libraries associated with known
and potentially novel miRNA were aggregated per sequence to enhance confidence of
miRNA annotations. >= 94 raw reads correspond to >=10TP5M
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miRNA

vvimiR156fgi

Sequence

UUGACAGAAGAUAGAGAGCAC

Target genes
VIT_217s0000g05210
VIT_206s0004g00940
VIT_201s0010g03710
VIT_201s0010g03910
VIT_201s0011g00130
VIT_208s0007g06270
VIT_210s0003g00050
VIT_211s0065g00170
VIT_212s0028g03350
VIT_215s0021g02290
VIT_217s0000g01260
VIT_217s0000g05020

Target annotation

Inhibition

LNG1
(LONGIFOLIA1),
Carbamoylphosphate
synthase,
Squamosa
promoter-binding
protein SPL2, 3, 4,
6, 9, & 13

Cleavage

Scarecrow-like,
Scarecrow
transcription
factor 6 (SCL6)
Dynein light chain
LC6, GTP-binding
protein (ERG), Fbox family protein

vvimiR171b-N

UUGAGCCGCGUCAAUAUCUCC

VIT_202s0154g00400
VIT_204s0023g01380
VIT_215s0048g00270

vvimiR2111-5p

UAAUCUGCAUCCUGAGGUCUA

VIT_208s0007g01270
VIT_201s0011g01230
VIT_214s0068g02150

UUGGACUGAAGGGAGCUCCC

VIT_211s0016g05010
VIT_213s0067g01630

lactoylglutathione
lyase, MYB 161

Cleavage

UUUGGACUGAAGGGAGCUCCU

VIT_211s0016g05010
VIT_213s0067g01630

lactoylglutathione
lyase, MYB 161

Cleavage

UGGUGCUUGGACGAAUUUGCUA

-

-

Cleavage

UCACAAGUUCAUCCAAGCACCA

VIT_202s0025g02070

RWP-RK domaincontaining protein

Cleavage

UCGCCGCUCUCCUGUGACAAG

-

-

Cleavage

UGUGUUCUCAGGUCGCCCCUG

-

-

Cleavage

GCGUAUGAGGAGCCAUGCAUA

VIT_212s0059g02740

SET domain
protein

Cleavage

AAUUGGAGAGUAGGAAAGCUU

-

-

Cleavage

GCUCUCUAGACUUCUGUCAUC

-

-

Cleavage

AGUUUAAGCUUGUGGUAUUUGGGC

VIT_213s0074g00070
VIT_213s0074g00080

Strictosidine
synthase

Cleavage

vvimiR319bcgN
vvimiR319e
vvimiR3623-3p
vvimiR3623-5p
vvimiR3627-3p
vvimiR398bc
xxx-m09913p
xxx-m26455p
xxx-m27673p
xxx-m45263p

Translation

Cleavage

Table 3. Differentially abundant miRNA, their sequences, and their target
predictions. “Inhibition” describes the method of miRNA action on its targets
predicted by psRNAtarget.
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Module

Number of genes

Zsummary

Zdensity

Zconnectivity

Light steel blue1

67

17.74

31.29

4.18

Salmon 4

32

13.13

21.02

5.23

Floral white

63

12.54

18.25

6.84

Ivory

63

13.17

18.84

7.51

Light cyan1

125

17.92

24.96

10.87

Salmon

245

16.85

21.90

11.79

White

147

15.68

19.42

11.95

Sienna 3

161

18.28

24.18

12.37

Dark red

240

17.98

18.54

17.42

Pink

456

24.80

27.30

22.31

Green

2247

26.21

29.99

22.43

Thistle 2

322

40.12

57.28

22.95

Turquoise

9746

26.46

29.10

23.82

Medium purple 3

1032

30.80

36.49

25.10

Saddle brown

1095

24.43

23.53

25.34

Tan

557

23.79

18.17

29.41

Light yellow

793

26.79

21.53

32.05

Purple

960

34.45

29.61

39.29

Brown

6265

33.74

27.46

40.02

Table 4. Module preservation statistics.
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Chapter 5

General discussion
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Final thoughts: Chapters two and three
Chapters two and three explored the sources of intra-cluster developmental
variation and demonstrated that such variation persists throughout the ripening
program. Chapter two showed that the determination of the ripening onset for
individual berries was best associated with their seed-relative-to-berry-weight (SB),
with flowering time playing a small and/or inconsistent role. Although chapter two
highlights that hormones and sugars associated with the ripening onset were best
correlated with SB, it is probably unwise to conclude that only seeds matter in
determining the ripening onset. The reality is less absolute. Seedless red-fruited
varieties also ripen unevenly (data not shown). It was clearly observed that day of
anthesis did matter when flowering lasted nearly two weeks, suggesting limitations to
how much of an advance can be endowed to low SB berries if their date of anthesis is
late. Although seeds appeared influential, it is important to affirm that weather, which
can lengthen or contract the anthesis period, might influence the apparent relationship
between flowering time and the ripening onset. Moreover, the determinants of SB and
interactions with other variables are worth exploring as well.
In contrast to chapter two, the extent of interpretation of the data in chapter
three is limited predominantly by methodology rather than nuanced results. Chapter
three demonstrated that intra-cluster variation in enologically significant metabolites
late in ripening is at least partly due to developmental variation evident at the ripening
onset. Provided that producers do intend to exert greater control over the ripening
process in the future and if this includes considering intra-cluster variation in harvest
decision-making, identifying biomarkers that coincide with desirable levels of
variation across a set of metabolites would be advantageous. However, identifying
such biomarkers is not yet accomplished. The primary limitations to doing this were
the frequency of sampling, the length of the period observed, and scope of
metabolites surveyed. These prevent a highly resolute understanding of the evolution
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of intra-cluster variation during ripening. The untargeted LC-MS approach did
identify numerous other metabolites with diverse behaviors over the window
observed, but unless those metabolites are identified, they cannot be meaningfully
discussed.
Several reports describe differences in composition and quality when wines
are made from the most versus least advanced fruits. A study of Merlot heterogeneity
was done (data not shown) that included tagging green and red berries at véraison,
segregating the two groups at harvest, fermenting each group, gas chromatography –
mass spectrometry (GC-MS), and a small sensory panel. Indeed, wines from berries
that were the most and least advanced at véraison were significantly different in ester
composition and were perceived differently by a small sensory panel.
From there, it stands to reason that the berries with less desirable
compositions have negative impacts on typical wines made from a heterogeneous
population of berries. However, it is unclear whether this is actually the case in
practice. It is also uncertain whether this heterogeneity influences wine “complexity”
which could be perceived as a positive characteristic. The standalone sensory
thresholds of a chemical may change when placed in a complex mixture (matrix
effects). Additional study is necessary, perhaps which includes mixing wine fractions
made from different developmental categories of berries, to determine how
heterogeneity specifically impacts perception in typical wines, for better or worse.
Moreover, there is the question of whether all variability matters. Of the thousands of
metabolites produced by the plant, not all of them are necessarily perceivable by
wine-drinkers. Therefore, whether and for which metabolites does variation influence
quality ought to be considered in further studies.
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Final thoughts: Chapter four
The major conclusions described in chapter four include the following:
1. The interaction between the plant and virus result in the production of viral small
interfering RNAs, which are predominantly associated with viral suppressors that
interrupt plant RNAi and plant development.
2. Responses in the berry are predominantly observed near véraison, highlighting the
importance of considering the developmental position of the berries in the experiment
and segregating berries that are developmentally distinct.
3. Integration of gene expression and small RNA datasets enabled the development of
novel hypotheses concerning the transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation of
GLRaV3 response.
4. Co-expression network analyses showed both ordered and disordered plant responses
to GLRaV3. Disordered responses were defined as changes in co-expression within
modules or neighborhoods and ordered responses were defined as changes in
expression level among genes in a module that do not result in the decoupling of their
co-expression patterns. The genes identified as members of disordered modules have
been previously implicated in the crosstalk within metabolite biosynthetic pathways
and hormone signaling pathways, suggesting that disease response involves a
complex, disease-specific re-ordering of pathway communication.
The contextualization of these results is ongoing, with the intent of outlining
key disease response pathways affected by the virus. These observations are intended
to be included in a manuscript submitted for publication in the near future, and may
include additional analyses to complement the arguments presented. These include
gas chromatography and liquid chromatography- mass spectrometry analyses of
berries that were Pink at véraison, a deeper analysis of the functional implications of
differential alternative splicing, and possibly the validation of selected differentially
alternatively spliced genes reported by rMATS. The metabolite analyses will help
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determine whether the virus impacts a broader range of metabolites and their
integration into network analyses may help bolster confidence in whether related
cohorts of genes were identified within co-expressed modules.
Furthermore, additional insight can be gleaned exclusively through the
profiling of small and micro RNAs during ripening. There are limited studies
describing their function specifically in the ripening process and few profiling them in
response to GLRaV3. Functional analyses to validate the presence and targets of
novel micro RNAs would be beneficial towards this aim.
Conclusion: An optimist’s commentary
The desire and increased capacity of people to self-determine medically,
economically and personally, a major accomplishment of the last century, has
resulted in a rapid diversification in the technologies and products tailored to the
preferences and needs of people around the world, in massive increases in the
standard of living, and in deeper understanding of the complexity of life. The
possibility of overcoming the challenges that face humanity in the immediate future
has never been greater.
Technological advance, economic development, and individualism
The last century oversaw tremendous improvements in the standard of living
(Jahan et al., 2016), increased efficiency of land use, and an astounding
diversification and personalization of products. In agriculture, as in other industries,
scientific advances have driven increased efficiency, crop resiliency and diversity.
This has made it possible to use less land and to cater to a greater array of consumer
needs and preferences (Ausubel and Wernick, 2013; Dar et al., 2013; Myers, 2012).
Although population growth has raised understandable concerns about the availability
of arable land, others argue that increased efficiencies in production have already
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mitigated this problem. Proponents of this view assert that “peak farmland” has been
or will shortly be reached and an estimated 146 million hectares of land will be
returned to nature by 2060 (Ausubel and Wernick, 2013). In medicine, the growing
body of knowledge concerning the human microbiome, its uniqueness between
individuals, and its relationship to health has increased prospects for personalized
medicine (Consortium, 2012). Likewise, gene editing technologies will soon enable
targeted modifications to correct and prevent disease (Nelson et al., 2016; Wang et
al., 2013).
The trajectory of medicine, agriculture, and the commerce they support (or
that supports them) continues to be one of diversification, specialization, and
personalization. By heralding differences between one another, or one cell and
another cell, great strides are made in biological understanding, economic growth,
and human autonomy. The scaling of the manufacture and distribution of numerous
products and technologies is an impressive feat. It is even more remarkable when one
considers that it requires the voluntary, creative, and cooperative efforts of thousands
of people (Read, 1958). This is a triumph of recent history and source of hope for the
future.
An example: the wine industry
The growth of New World (NW) wine regions is in step with the legacy of the
latter portion of the last century. Previously, Old World (OW) wine regions,
particularly France and Italy, dominated the wine industry. NW wine regions like
Australia, New Zealand, Chile, Argentina, South Africa, and the United States are
steadily acquiring market share, increasing exports and improving quality (Cusmano
et al., 2010; Morrison and Rabellotti, 2017). This has contributed to a globalization of
the wine market and a diversification of offerings, with consumers and researchers
paying increased attention to varietal and regional characteristics (Anesi et al., 2015).
Interestingly, the renaissance of the NW hasn’t been defined by following the OW
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playbook, but by innovating new practices and asserting themselves as high quality,
unique alternatives (Morrison and Rabellotti, 2017). Even more exciting, the
diversification of options has moved the definition of quality squarely to the eye of
the beholder, with consumer perception playing an increasingly large role in wine
valuation rather than being confined to the attitudes of producers (Cusmano et al.,
2010; Schmit et al., 2013). NW and OW regions have greater opportunities than ever
to oblige consumers and to define themselves and thrive, preserving old traditions
and/or developing new ones (Cusmano et al., 2010; Morrison and Rabellotti, 2017).
As in other fields, there is a confluence of economic growth, consumer
sovereignty, and deeper knowledge of biological processes. Increased understanding
of the complexities of fruit ripening and the distinction of one versus another berry,
cluster, plant, variety, and region are necessary components of market specialization.
Several reports show how intra-cluster variation and viticultural practices relate to
consumer perception, preference and price (Barbagallo et al., 2011; CalderonOrellana and Matthews, 2013; Kontoudakis et al., 2011; Schmit et al., 2013). The
simple acknowledgement that grapes ripen unevenly (and acting accordingly) is not
merely a matter of best practices for the study of developmental processes. Though
certainly not commensurate with the grandeur of the latter portion of the last century,
appreciation of the complexity within clusters and during ripening (Coombe, 1992;
Gouthu et al., 2014; Kühn et al., 2014; Lund et al., 2008) is the basis on which
producers can continue to tailor grape-growing and wine-making as they wish, as
consumers demand, and in response to biotic and abiotic stresses.
The point
Feeding a growing population, battling disease and increasingly aggressive
pathogens, adapting to a changing climate, and sustainably industrializing developing
nations are some of the challenges ahead. The way forward for developed and
developing nations alike necessarily includes understanding biological complexity at
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depths unfathomable a century ago and the ability to diversify and scale the
production of new products and technologies. It is, and will be, a testament to the
creativity and fortitude of humanity.
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